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Preface and Acknowledgements

Arlene Cohen

The publication of these P1ALA '95 Proceedings marks the second time that papers from an annual
meeting of the Pacific Islands Association of Libraries and Archives (PIALA) have been gathered
together for the benefit of librarians, archivists, educators and others interested in the Pacific
islands.

PIALA was formed in 1991 and the P1ALA '91 meeting, held in Koror, Palau, was the first of what
became an annual event. The PIALA '92 meeting was held in Co Ionia, Pohnpei. The island of
Saipan in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands was the venue for PIALA '93 and the
publication of proceedings began with papers presented at the Saipan meeting.

PIALA '94 was held in Guam and drew the largest attendance of any PIALA annual meeting. Well
over 100 people, coming from the Micronesian islands, Australia, Japan, and the United States,
including Hawaii, heard over 20 speakers. The papers covered a wide range of topics of interest to
librarians, archivists and educators.

By publishing these selected papers of PIALA '94, PIALA desires to continue its goal of making the
information presented at its annual conference widely available within the Micronesia region and
throughout the world.

The PIALA '94 meeting would not have been possible without the generous support and efforts of
many individuals and organizations. The Conference Planning Committee deserve much of the
credit for the success and excellent attendance at the conference, generated in no small way by
their energy, dedication and enthusiasm. Special thanks are due to Joanne Tarp ley, the Planning
Committee Chairperson, who did an outstanding job of coordinating the event.

Generous support and funding from the University of Guam President's Office, the Robert F.
Kennedy Memorial Library and other campus units also contributed to the success of the
conference. The United States Department of Interior, Office of Territorial and International Affairs
generously provided funding for travel and accommodations for two participants from each
Micronesian island state and nation.

Without the untiring efforts of Mark Goniwiecha, the Exhibits Subcommittee Chairperson, the
success of the exhibits area would not have been possible. The many vendors that supported the
conference also deserve a large thanks. Some came from great distances to display their materials,
while others generously provided materials, although they could not join us.

A special thanks are due to Palauan artist Margo Vitarelli for her beautiful artwork used as the
design for our PIALA '94 tee-shirts and reproduced as the front cover of this publication.

Daisy Nanpei and Vicky San Nicolas of the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Library at the University of
Guam provided the much needed administrative support in the final steps of preparing and printing
the manuscript of the PIALA '94 Proceedings.



Traditional Chief Welcoming Speech
Presented with Translations

in the Ancient Language of the Chamoris

by

Tano Jess Rivera

Brothers and sisters, a lot has been written about the people of Guahan, mostly by
those not native to Guahan, and depending on their motives, we were either
peaceful and loving or we were warriors and savages. One writer even wrote that
we were thieves because we took some nails and a small boat after we
opened our entire resources to them. It is fitting then, that a conference on the
systematic archival and exchange of information is being held on the eleventh
month, a month we call "Sumongsong," meaning to plug the leak or to repair the
holes. Because of your work, we may now repair the holes, we may now find it
easier to sort out inconsistencies of our past and elevate the truth.

MANUELUHU, LAMEGAI MAN MA TUG1 PUI I TAOTAOTA, YA MEGAINIAHA
TINIGI 1 TAOTAO SAN HIYONG YA SIGUN I MA KEKECHOGUE, GUAHA HA NA
MAN GUAIYAYON HIT, GUAHA HA LOKUE NA MAN SEN MACHALIK HI. MAISA
TITUGI HA SANGAN NA MAN SAKI HIT SA TA CHULI LULUK YAN DIKIKI
GALAIDI ANAI TiA NAHI SIHA NI SEMO GUINAHAN 1 TANOTA. TATATI,
CHUMILONG 1 NAM DANIATA PUI MUNAH INOS TINIG1 YAN UMATULAIKAN
HINASU GUINI GI MINA MANOT NA HACHA NA PULAN, I PILAN
"SUMONGSONG", NI ILEKLEKNIA HUCHOM I SIMI PAT FAMAULEG 1
MADOK.GUINEN 1 CHECHO MIYU, SINIA PAGO TA FAMAULEG 1 MADOK, TA NA
INOS I MAN NASABGAB TA, YA TA ATISA 1 MINAGAHET.

Keep a few embers from the fire
That used to burn our village,
One day, go back so all can gather again and rekindle a new flame,
For a new life, in a changed world.

NA SANGI DIDIDI TESON GUINEN 1 GUAR
NI HAGAS HA SONGI 1 TANOTA,
HACHA ANI, TA FAN DANIA TALO YA TA NAMAHLAK I PINIGAN,
PALAI I FINANIAGU NA LINALA, GI FINANIAGU NA TANO



To our ancestors, thank you for bringing us together. Please
continue to shine our paths and help us to learn from one
another. With our love, we ask you to make this a successful

gathering.

SAINAN MAMI, MINAMES SA UN NA FAN DADANIA HAM TALO. SIGI HA

UMINA HAM C.I CHALAN MAM1 YAN EPOK HAM MAN ATULAIKA TININGO.

GUINEN 1 GUINAIYAN MAMI, NA MAHLAK INI NA INETNON.

We who are the builders of the latte houses
We who are the makers of the best canoes
We who follow the stars
We who follow the ancestor
We who live off the resources of our ocean
We who live off the resources of our land

We who are strong people
We who are the natives of the land

HITA NI HUMAHATSA I GIMA LATTE
HITA NI FUMATITINAL I T1NAS I CHAD1K NA GALAIDI
HITA NI TUMATITIYI 1 PUTIHON SIHA
HITA NI TUMATITIYI I NAMAINA TA
HITA NI MAN LALALA GUINEN I TASI
HITA NI MAN LALALA GU1NEN 1 TANO
HITA NI MAN METGUT TAOTAO
HITA NI MAN MALATI TAOTAO
HITA NI MAN TAOTAO TANO

I have spoken, I wish you all a happy conference.

2
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"Reflections on a Gift of Pickled Papaya"'

by
Dr. John Salas

INTRODUCTION AND OPENING

Officers, conferees, Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests of the
conference. Ungiil Tutao, Mogi .11 Thin, Rananim, Kaselehia mM ko, Paing Kuwo,
Yokwe Yuk, Talofa, Hafa Adai and Good morning. Welcome to the annual
conference of the Pacific Association of Librarians and Archivists. Thank you for
selecting Guam as the site for this year's conference. Guam in return has chosen to
give you a gift of a genuine Pacific typhoon in return for your visit. The topic of my
address this morning is "Reflections on a Gift of Pickled Papaya", a theme which
emerged as I sought to develop a perspective which applied to both the Western
Pacific and PIALA.

A gift of pickled papaya is one which holds a cultural significance appropriate
for this week's activities. It is normally pickled when the fruit is still green but at
the time when its bitterness contains a strong hint of its sweetness as a ripened
fruit. It must then be sliced so this bitter-sweet combination is able to emerge; too
thin a slice and only the bitterness remains, too thick and the pickling flavoring is
lost. Its pickling , consisting of vinegar and spices, must be combined so the
flavoring is tart and tangy. It must then be pickled for approximately 2-3 days before
being served. When served, it complements other island foods by enlkancing their
flavor rather than dominating the palate with its taste. Why is this important?

Pickled papaya represents a tremendous amount of effort which is directly
related to the main menu in which it is consumed. Its preparation is deliberately
designed as a complement to the meal, not a meal in itself. Its goal is that of
enhancing not dominating a meal. Finally, its presence is a symbol of respect to a
meal's hosts because of the effort in its production.

A gift of pickled papaya is therefore one which is most appreciated since it has
directly contributed to the enjoyment of a meal and become an attribute in turn of
the hosts' regard for their guests.

How does this relate to PIALA? Allow me please to expand.



THE ART OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

My understanding of PIALA's mission is that it is an organization of

professionals well versed in the art of managing information resources; i.e.,

acquisition, archiving, and distribution of these resources. Like the papaya which

must be picked at a point where it is most able to complement a meal's varied

menu, a learning resource center, research archive, or mere library must be acutely

in tune with the requirements for information from its surrounding community.

An information center's contents must not seek to dominate an information need

but complement it so that other factors such as finances, facilities, and suitability are

maximized by that community. Professionals such as yourselves must keep from a

natural tendency to proceed on the use of models which have been successful
elsewhere but may not be entirely appropriate for this region. There must be a clear

focus on what your community wants and needs and then determining the

function with which your information facility will serve. The Western Pacific

region has not had a particularly good history in this area with information centers

and I my speculation is this has become so because there is an absence in this criacal,

complementary relationship between yourselves and community information

goals. Do we ultimately become engaged in settling disputes based on who will

dominate rather than whether the community mission is served appropriately? Do

the results of decisions based on who/what is more important in life produce the

desired forward momentum which has become absolutely necessary to keep abreast

with the wealth of knowledge being produced by this world? Frankly, I think not.

A second important ingredient in the art of information management is the

process which is used to provide access and distribute of these resources in an

information center.

In 1990 I was invited to give a keynote address to a conference of the Guam

Library Association with the topic of my viewpoint of the Guam community's
information needs for the future. The prediction I offered was that Guam's
occupational and learning environments were changing dramatically and in areas

which have been traditional for this island of 134,000 people. The advent of

affordable computer technology would allow people to use their homes as places of

business and learning and that traditional sites such as offices, organizations,
schools, and commercial centers such as supermarkets, would fall victim to the

average Guam citizens' ability to function without them. The reason for my
prediction at that time was based on my thriving tourism consultancy practice

which allowed me to leave a traditional corporate structure and function more
effectively with a list of local and world-wide clients from my home's extra room.

That prediction has come true today for the most part in that rising expenses

for construction of office buildings, travel and other occupational support has
produced alternative offices in the homes of employees. For example, the Pacific

iO
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Daily News now relies on "jobbers"; i,e writer-reporters who take news stories,
develop them from home offices and electronically transfer them to newsroom
editors and layout departments. Look at the explosion in use of international
systems such as Internet, local service providers and other areas in what is referred
to as the "information highway". One today has literally better access to more
resources through the information. highway than is normally available through the
region's libraries. To my dismay, what I found on becoming "re-institutionalized"
was a lack of development in libraries and other information centers with this
technology. I can communicate with and obtain references more quickly through
my home computer than I can with libraries and government agencies on Guam
and throughout this region. WHY? Have we lost sight of the ultimate mission of
our community's information needs and have focused instead on a learning
center's requirements? Why are local and regional libraries not yet networked?
Why do the numerous distinctions we love to make in ownership continue to exist,
often at the expense of the general public? Have we evolved from information
managers to keepers of the Holy Grail? These are questions which decision-makers
like myself continue to ask more loudly as we seemingly fall further behind. Only
you professionals are able to answer us but be forewarned those answers must be
presented in a broader perspective because of the multitude of priorities which face
us collectively.

To return for a moment to my pickled papaya analogy, we seem to have
forgotten how the slicing and preparation of pickling solution are supposed to focus
on the gift's ability to contribute to the total meal. We seem to have moved into
assuming the pickled papaya has now become the main dish, not the complement.

The third and final ingredient in successful information managemeilt is the
administrative factor. There must be an acceptance that dollars and facilities have
become more limited than in the past and perspectives must be adjusted
accordingly. True, there is increased usage of the facilities and a greater demand for
information resources. Despite these symptoms of growth and success, we must ask
ourselves whether our practices have changed proportionately. Have staff and
facility scheduling changed with the user population? Have we improved
accessibility to the information resources we manage? Do you know the user profile
of your information center? What are some of the demographics of your center
which decision-makers like myself can hear as we examine your budgets and
staffing requests? Is it all truly a matter of funding or are there more cost-effective
alternatives which could be explored? These are all elements which administrators
need to have in order to justify desired changes. Failing to hear them, the decision
is relatively easy, no increases or changes. Where do we hear comments from?
Your user community, internal and external, who are quick to complain an
insufficient number of open hours, limited resources, and so on and so on
These complaints are not necessarily money-based but are frequently on the

5



inflexibility of information centers to provide them with wha t is needed. I will
leave the conclusions to this audience.

Like the gift of pickled papaya, I must ask the question as to whether your gift

has contributn1 or complicated the meal which was hosted. The best indicator of
this is the persoil who attended a function as well as the amount of pickled papaya
left over at the end of the meal.

SUMMARY

My analogy of a gift of pickled papaya was intended to dramatize a trend
which I have noticed throughout our region. Our communities have become more
sophisticated and demanding of the services which we produce. The gift of services,
like the pickled papaya, continues to remain appreciated but an increasing gap is
becoming more evident between what is being produced and the ever-changing
community goals. I believe this trend is extremely frustrating for all of us and the
challenge before us has become determining what alternatives can be used to fill

this increasing void. I also have good reason to believe that someone else will
quickly fill that void if we do not become more responsive or more creative and less

traditional. An example of this trend is the willingness of individuals to pay fees to
telecommunications carriers which is oftentimes greater than those fees associated
with being members or "friends" of information centers. Our respective worlds are
indeed changing quickly and we must adapt to those changes as quickly if our
services are to continue their valuable contributions to the common good.

Let us work together to get the value back into our gift of pickled papaya.

Kmal mesulang, Kafel, Kon Keriso, Menlao Kalangan, Kulo na Malalalap,
Komol Tata, Faf'tai, Si Yu'us Ma'se' and Thank You for your attention this morning.



Bibliographic Control in tbe South Pacific Region:
the Activities of the Pacific Information Centre

by

Jayshree Mamtora

Introduction

In 1979, the Regional Bibliographic Centre (RBC) was set up at the University

of the South Pacific Library. Its primary function was to collect and preserve
all materials relating to the South Pacific, particularly that originating from
within the region and to provide for documentation of this material.

In 1982, the International Development Research Centre based in Ottawa, Canada,

agreed to provide funding for the RBC, recommending along with other regional
bodies that the name be changed to the Pacific Information Centre (PIC).

Objectives

From the beginning PIC has had clear short and long-term objectives. The most

immediate and basic aim was to establish at USP Library a regional
bibliographic centre to be called the Pacific Information Centre. From there

other short-term aims were for PIC to become the regional ISBN/ISSN centre, for
it to participate in the FAO's International Information System for the
Agricultural Sciences and Technology (AGRIS), and for PIC to assist with the
establishment of a national focal point in each participating country. The

focal point would act as the coordinating centre for PIC in that country.

It was important to develop at PIC a regional and central resource base of

information originating in the region and about the re:Tion. Particular

emphasis was given to literature that would be of significance to the economic
and social development process: agriculture, health, environmental studies,
earth sciences, planning, rural development, appropriate technology, the social
sciences, etc. This information would then provide the database for a South
Pacific bibliography.

In the long-term it was envisaged that PIC would assist in contributing to the
region a nucleus of trained documentalLsts and information personnel. Thus

there would be the required skills and means for the region to participate in
international co-operative information systems in various mission-oriented
subjects, such as POPIN on population.

Present Structure

The Pacific Information Centre as it is today, is a regional information
network spanning ten countries in the South Pacific. The network comprises

eleven focal point members : Office of Library Services (American Samoa), Cook
Islands National Library, Kiribati National Library and Archives, Nelson
Memorial Public Library (Western Samoa), Solomon Islands National Library,
South Pacific Commission Library (New Caledonia), Ministry of Education Library

7
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(Tonga), Tuvalu National Library and Archives, The University of the South

Pacific Library (Fiji), The University of the South Pacific School of

Agriculture (Western Samoa) and Vanuatu National Library.

Satellite meetings are held with the focal points each month, with the PIC

Librarian acting as chairperson. Details of the Centre's activities, as well

as views and ideas, are exchanged. Additionally a quarterly newsletter is

published by the Centre and circulated widely.

In order to enable focal points to assist PIC with collection of material

originating in the region, each focal point was given a mini-grant to purchase

local material both for PIC and for their libraries. Unfortunately PIC does

not now have sufficient funds to continue this scheme and alternative means of

collecting Pacific material are being investigated.

Advisory Committee Meetings

Members of the PIC network meet annually as the PIC Advisory Committee. They

take turns hosting the meeting each year. In 1990, the meeting held in Fiji

was designed to follow on from two management workshops run by the Australian

Information Management Association (AIMA). These workshops were arranged in

response to recommendations from the Advisory Committee Meeting held in Tonga

in 1989.

The 1990 meeting showed the continuing concern to maintain and improve the

network. The need for alternative funding sources to replace IDRC support

which ceases in 1991 was recognized. The meeting recommended that focal points

keep a closer watch on local publishing and promote the use of ISBNs

(International Standard Book Numbers) and that the focal points continue to

acquire Pacific material for their own collections as well as PIC. Again, it

has not been possible to have an Advisory Committee meeting since 1991.

Publications

The major activity of the Centre has now become the production of the USP

Library's publications. They range from regular publications such as the South

Pacific Bibliography and the South Pacific Research Register, to special

bibliographies such as Kava: a Bibliography, and the Preiiminary Bibliography

on Traditional Science and Technology in the Pacific Islands. These

publications are distributed widely throughout the region and sold to other

countries outside the region as well.

PIC publications were produced manually until 1989, when a PC was acquired for

the PIC section. Pro-Cite, a bibliographic database management software

programme was selected to produce the bibliographies. Apart from having the

necessary capabilities, it was easy to use and relatively inexpensive to

purchase. A database was then created for each of its bibliographies.

South Pacific Bibliography

An invaluable tool for librarians in the south Pacific, the South Pacific

Bibliography can perhaps be said to be PIC's major publication. Originally an

annual publication, now published biennially, South Pacific Bibliography

attempts to list as comprehensively as possible, works published in the region

8
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and those published overseas relating to countries of the South Pacific and to

a lesser extent, the North Pacific. Material on Pacific and indigenous peoples

in Australia, Hawaii and New Zealand is also included, but is not covered

comprehensively.

The South Pacific Bibliography lists publications acquired and catalogued by

the USP Library in any given year or years. All entries listed are catalogued

and classified by the Cataloguing Department of the Library. In the past,

contributions were received from PIC focal point libraries in the region but

this has not been possible in recent years.

Each entry listed in the South Pacific Bibliography includes full bibliographic

details, with subject headings and call number. It is arranged in order of

Dewey Decimal Classification number, followed by author and title. The

cataloguing code used in the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition,
1988 revision, with some modifications. Tracings and Library of Congress
classification numbers are also included. Periodical titles added to the
collection in the period covered, are also listed.

The South Pacific Bibliography is an important bibliographic tool for libraries

in the region. It serves as a guide to acquisitions, cataloguing and

classification. Libraries outside of the region also depend on the South
Pacific Bibliography for their selection of Pacific material, which is
otherwise difficult to trace.

The 1988 edition of the South Pacific Bibliography was produced on Pro-Cite.

In 1989 the Cataloguing module of the URICA System was implemented and

retrospective conversion of the catalogue began. Pacific Collection records

were given priority and by the end of the year, had all been entered on

PASIFIKA, the Library's new computer database on URICA. Subsequently, the

Bibliography has been produced from PASIFIKA. The Systems Librarian assisted

in this project by writing a programme to facilitate retention of the ISBD
format.

South Pacific Research Register

Another hiennial publication, the South Pacific Research Register lists
researchers world-wide, whose area of interest is the South Pacific. Research

on the Pacific and indigenous peoples of Australia, New Zealand and Hawaii is

also included. Only names of those who have completed the special form
provided are included in this listing. The latest edition of the Register

lists approximately 650 names, which is far from complete. Among the problems

which are encountered are: the difficulty in discovering who is carrying out
research and where; and secondly, people do not always complete and return
forms. We request those who fill out our forms for details of others working

in similar fields, and copies of the forms are then also forwarded to them
requesting the following details:

Name
Country
Private Address
Work Address
Official Position of researcher
Sponsorship or Funding source for research
Current or Past Research Title
Geographical Area covered

.9
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Date of research and dur:.:Ion

These details are fed into a rro-Cite database. Each entry is z igned Library

of Congress Subject Headings. This is entered in the index field. A subject

index is thus created with a reference to the name of the researcher in the

main part of the South Pacific Register. This method was used to produce South

Pacific Research Register 1989-1991 and it was very successful. Entries for

the 1992-1993 edition are now on the database, and subject headings are being

assigned.

South Pacific Periodicals Index

The South Pacific Periodicals Igdex was first published in 1976 as the

Bibliography of Periodical Articles Relating to the South Pacific, Volume 1,

1974. In 1984, the title changed to the South Pacific Periodicals Index when

volumes 6-8 covering the years 1979-1981 were published. The index identifies

all articles concerned with the South Pacific region in a select list of

journals. This list numbered more than 500 journals and the task, in addition

to all the other PIC publications that were being produced, became too great

for the PIC staff of one professional and one para-professional to cope with.

As a result, no further issue of the Index has since been published.

In 1992, in respone to a request from PIC, funding was made available to

employ a library assistant for twelve months to work on South Pacific

Periodicals Index full-time. This resulted in the completion of the indexing

of journal articles for the 1987-1988 issue. This issue contains more than

2500 entries with a large number dedicated to the Fiji coups which took place

in 1987. Editing work was time-consuming but this publication is now in the

final phase of production. The list of journals has also been reviewed and now

includes just over 200 journals. A selection policy has now also been put

together ensuring only articles of a good standard, and length, are included.

Each article has been assigned a Library of Congress Subject Heading. The

format is that of a dictionary catalogue, interfiling authors with subjects.

There are numerous boxes with entries for the years 1982-1986 awaiting checking

and editing. These will be entered on a database so that at least searches can

be made, and the information be used. Work was also begun on the 1989-1993

issue by the temporary staff member in 1993. However this will remain

incomplete until more assistance becomes available.

The South Pacific Periodicals Index is a unique publication of great value to

users in the region. No other index exclusively indexes journal articles on

the South Pacific region. The long-term aim is that the database will be

transferred to URICA, and thus be accessible to our users on the OPAC. As it

is now searches can only be carried out by library staff for users.

The University of the South Pacific: Publications

An annual publication listing works published by the University as well as by

staff. The University of the South Pacific: Publications is produced in

October each year. Copies are then distributed to members of the University

Council when they meet in the same month. The coverage is quite broad,

startir.- from published books to conference papers and consultancy reports.

Publica:ions are listed according to the section to which the author

belongs. During the month of August each year, University staff are sent



reminders for the deposit of copies of their articles, papers, etc. to the

Library for inclusion in this publication. These copies are kept in the

Pacific Collection in the Library. This publication is not a true reflection

of the complete work of the University as contributions from academic staff are

not always forthcoming.

Recent Additions

New publications added to the University Library collection are listed in the

monthly Recent Additions. There are two listings: Recent Additions: Pacific

which lists material added to the Pacific Collection, and Recent Additions:

General, which lists all other new material. With the MAS (Monographs

Acquisition System) module of URICA now in operation at the Library, the method

of producing these lists has become a lot simpler. Each item on the list has a

call number indicating that it has been catalogued and is available on the

library shelf. Multiple copies of the entries are produced and then
distributed widely at no cost.

0

0

Feedback from users indicates that it is worthwhile continuing to produce these

lists. They are used by libraries as selection tools and often generate inter-

library loan requests within the region.

PIC Newsletter

The PIC Newsletter was revived in 1989 after a gap of three years. It acquired

a new look in 1990 and is now produced using PageMaker software. The PIC

Newsletter is available free of charge.

Produced quarterly, the PIC Newsletter keeps PIC focal points informed about

activities carried out by the Centre and relates any other news of interest of

its focal points.

Special Bibliographies

From time to time, special bibliographies have also been produced by PIC. These

include Environmental Issues in the South Pacific: a Preliminary Bibliography

(1983), Nuclear issues in the South Pacific: a Bibliography (1987), and

Preliminary Bibliography on Traditional Science and Technology in the Pacific

(1992). This latter title was produced for the Science of the Pacific Peoples

Conference which was held at USP in 1992. The latest special bibliography
entitled, A Bibliography of Vanuatu Languages, lists more than 400 references

relating to the languages of Vanuatu. A comprehensive work, it has been

compiled by John Lynch of the USP Pacific Languages Unit based in Port Vila,

Vanuatu, and has been published by PIC.

Affiliated Networks

Two other networks affiliated to
Resources Information System) and
PIMRIS produces a monthly list of
library collection. Some special
Fiji Fisheries Bibliography and A
Research and Development. PIMRIS

PIC are PIMRIS (Pacific Islands Marine
POPIN (Population Information Network).
new marine resources material added to the

bibliographies have also been produced, e.g.
Selected Bibliography on Seaweed Aquaculture
has also compiled A Manual for Fisheries

Libraries in the South Pacific. POPIN, a focal point for the Pacific on the

Asia-Pacific Population Information Network, has just produced its first
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publication, A Directory of POPIN Experts, Institutions and --asearch. Divided

into three sections, this publication first lists populatic xperts, then

institutions working with population-related issues, and fir y research being

carried out on population, all in the South Pacific region.

Future Prospects

At present, all the above publications are available only in printed form. It

is envisaged that in the not too distant future, some of these publications

will also be available on floppy disk. The USP Library is also looking into

producing a CD-ROM product, with the provisional title, CD-South Pacific. This

would include data from PIC publications such as the South Pacific Periodicals

Index, the South Pacific Bibliography, and the South Pacific Research Register.

Data from PIMRIS and POPIN publications would also be included, as would the

PIMRIS database, MOANA. Pacific holdings on PASIFIKA, the Library's database

on URICA, would also be incorporated.

It is anticipated that the Pacific records from the USP School of Agriculture

Library at Alafua in Western Samoa would also be entered on this database. To

make the coverage more fully Pacific, SCAINIP (the Standing Committee on

Agricultural Information Networking in the Pacific) would be invited to add its

records from the Pacific Union List of Agricultural Serials, the Pacific

Index to Agricultural Journals and others. The CD-ROM database is estimated to

include 50,000 records.

For various databases to be available on one CD-ROM, common thesauri and

subject headirgs would need to be established. The quality of the database

would also need to be standardized as so many different databases would be

involved. International cat.loguing standards would need to be observed as has

already been done with PIC products. The other databases involved may well

have in-house styles that are being used. /t would be desirable if the

technology permits, to merge all these into one file. However that would be a

more long-term project.

There are many factors to be considered before a major project of this nature

can be embarked upon. The first one is that of cost. This includes sti.ffing

costs as well as production and marketing costs. Markets can be assumed to be

national libraries and research libraries with a Pacific interest. present

production in Fiji is not physically possible. Several CD-ROM publishers in

Australia have already been approached. No response to funding proposals has

at this stage been received. If launched, the project would need to be at

least partly self-funding from its income.

It must be borne in mind that CD-ROM technology is not yet widely available in

the Pacific. For this reason in particular, it would be necessary to maintain

hard-copy production of PIC products for the foreseeable future.

Many factors need to be taken into consideration to launch this product, but

once the pros and cons have been worked out, and the decision is made to go

ahead with this project, the future looks exciting.
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Conclusion

The establishment of the PIC network in 1982 filled a gap that existed in

library co-operation in the South Pacific. PIC plays an important

bibliographic role and is the link in the chain that binds libraries and

librarians in the region. The objectives that were initially outlined for PIC

weve ambitious and many were long-term. Now after fifteen years of operation

many of these objectives have been achieved.

IDRC's financial commitment to PIC ceased in April 1991. USP is now fully

responsible for PIC, and with assistance from other sources, PIC will continue

to exist. Over the years PIC has managed to raise some funds from the sale of

publications, and consultancy and information services. However this has not

been sufficient to sustain the full operations of PIC.

Despite these difficulties, PIC has managed to achieve many positive things for

the region. The network has strengthened from year to year as PIC has produced

regional bibliographies on a continuing basis, and has been responsible for

establishing other specialized networks in marine resources and population

studies. Since 1989, PIC has managed to computerize the production of its

products, and improved their regularity.

With USP's help, and commitment from all those involved in the PIC network, PIC

should continue to exist and to fulfil its objectives which are of vital

significance to the region.
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FINDING MATERIALS ON MICRONESIA
Francis X. Hezel, SJ

In the few years since its founding PIALA has done a great deal to
strengthen the communication between libraries in the region and
enable them to better meet the needs of the communities they serve.
The organization has contributed greatly to the training of
librarians in a number of different areas, particularly those
touching on the new communications technologies.

The time has come for PIALA to consider what other services it
might be able to provide for member libraries. I would put the
question this way: How might PIALA as an organization serve the
libraries of the area other than through its newsletter and the
training opportunities it offers at the time of its annual meeting?

I propose that PIALA consider offering institutional assistance to
member libraries in keeping up with materials published in
Micronesia and on Micronesia. In taking on this task, PIALA would
be tightening its own network even as it helps member libraries
solve their "search and order" problems.

Goal: to work out a system for furnishing libraries in the area,
on a year by year basis, with information on all print materials
relating to Micronesia.

Print materials:

1] articles about Micronesia in periodicals and -journals. The
attached proposal offers a concrete way of assisting libraries in
finding and obtaining copies of such articles.

2] new books on Micronesia. These are the easiest materials to
find, given the catalogs, book lists and other resources at hand to
identify new publications. Nonetheless, there may be ways to
simplify this and distribute information that would improve the
"each person on his/her own" process that is in effect at present.

3] newsletters, bulletins and other ephemerals issued in
Micronesia. Could a list be compiled, much like the Union Catalog
project, and distributed to all libraries? The libraries in each
island group (nation/state) could be responsible for compiling a
list of periodicals (along with office addresses) in its own place.
These could be collected by one central library, put in a data-base
format, and distributed by diskette to all libraries. The list
could be updated each year.

4] major unpublished materials. These include monographs,
reports and other unpublished printed materials that are done in
and about Micronesia. This class represents one of the most
difficult to find. Many of these materials receive a very limited
distribution and are hard to identify. Even excluding technical
reports such as feasibility studies for public projects and budget
reviews, these papers are numerous and often important. Is there
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some way we can help libraries identify these? Should we pool our

resources to try to set up a single repository for these materials

with the understanding that they can be copied at cost for any
library wanting a copy?

Suggested Approach

I recommend that PIALA move towards becoming a service organization

for its member libraries with the assistance of outside funding.

Possible sources of grants: Australian Government Cultural Grants,
UNESCO, US OTIA, Sasakawa Foundation.

PIALA could consider methods for assisting libraries in "search-
and-order" for the different classes of materials identified above.

A proposal for dealing with periodical literature is attached.
Ways of handling the other classes of materials might be considered

in future PIALA meetings.
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SIMPLIFYING SEARCH-AND-ORDER FOR PERIODICAL LITERATURE:
A PROPOSAL FOR PIALA

The Problem

How do we find out what has been published on Micronesia? When we
manage to identify the literature, how do we go about ordering it?

Published books aren't too difficult to track down because of book
sellers' catalogues, flyers from the major publishing houses, and
other advertisements. The trick is tracing journal and magazine
articles on Micronesia and its many different parts.

Most of us without the benefit of modern electronic communications
systems tend to get beyond in identifying articles on our area, and
we spend lots of time trying to catch up with materials that were
published years before. Many of the efforts hitherto have been
devoted to assembling lists of publications, including articles,
that have been in print for years so that we can find publications
we knew nothing of when they first appeared in print.

Modern databases and communications links should eliminate the need
for such painstaking and time-consuming searches. This proposal is
aimed at utilizing new networking systems to conduct this search on
a yearly basis and distributing the information on the articles to
all libraries so that they can order copies of the material they
want quickly and cheaply.

Objectives

The purpose of this proposal is to establish a system for the
regular search and distribution of periodical literature on
Micronesia. It includes the following elements:

1] search for published materials through an on-line system
that would allow us to scan publications in all major fields (eg,
law, anthropology, history, medicine, travel, etc) for works on
Micronesia and any of its islands. This search would be done each
year.

2] distribution of the resulting list of annual publications to
all member libraries so that each can determine which articles it
wants to buy.

3] ordering process for copies of articles that any library
might wish to purchase.

Method

1] A central library with access to Internet and membership in
services such as Dialog would be chosen to conduct the search for
periodical literature each year. The central library should
probably be located either on Guam or Saipan.
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2) This library would use a combination of different services that
provided search capacity in all major publications worldwide in the

disciplines required. The central library would do a literature

search for all articles published within the year on Micronesia and
all of its component islands. A string of place names would be
compiled for the search.

3] The resulting list of articles would be distributed to PIALA
member libraries. This could be done by electronic means (eg, E-

mail) for those with this capacity, or by print-out and mail for

the others. Libraries could then select those items they wish to

order for their collections.

4] The central library would facilitate the ordering of copies of
these articles as a service for member libraries. Copies of some

of the articles might be obtained on-line, where this is feasible,
while the rest could be photocopied from the journals in which they

appear. Copies would then be offered to member libraries at cost.

5] Funding for this service might be obtained by means of a grant,
perhaps from OTIA or some other US government agency. This avenue
is already being explored by Don Rubinstein of MARC.

Questions to be Explored

1) Is there sufficient interest in setting up such a system for
libraries in Micronesia? Would it help answer their needs?

2] What funding source could be tapped to finance such a program?

3] What central library is best set up to provide this service?

4] Do the present services (eg, Dialog, UH Pacific collection list

of Pacific periodicals) offer a large enough selection of

periodicals in each of the necessary fields and disciplines to do
an exhaus'ive search? What combination of tools should be used for
an effective computer search?

5] What fields (eg, medicine, anthropology, travel) should be
surveyed?

6] How do we go about assembling a string of usable place names for
Micronesia for a data search?

Francis X. Hezel, SJ
September 29, 1994
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HOW TO START AUTOMATING YOUR LIBRARY:
FACTORS TO CONSIDER

By Louise C. Lewisson

SYNOPSIS

The automation of a library is a very complex task best achieved through careful planning
and decision making, involving extensive discussions with vendors, securing funding,
performing complex file and site preparation and co-ordination.

All libraries, regardless of type or size, share common risks and concerns when they decide
to implement an automated system.

This paper will look at various aspects of library automation; both from a software vendor's
perspective and from a librarian's perspective, and what a library can do to make the process
smoother. Some of the major issues discussed will be:

choosing the right system: technical aspects
selecting a library automation vendor: issues to consider
conversion issues
site preparation
implementation costs

The paper will also look at what investigation and preparation a library can do with regard to
staffing, workflows and data preparation.

'INTRODUCTION

After having automated three libraries with three different packages and after working at a
software vendor now for nearly three years, I realize that most libraries are unprepared both
physically and mentally for the challenges that automation will bring.

Libraries think that by merely purchasing a software package their lives will magically
transform into one where they can now spend time doing all the tasks they wish they could
spend more time on, the users will he pleased and the staff will be relieved on many tedious,
repetitious manual duties. Libraries thinking that I'm afraid are in for a big surprise. Yes,
automating libraries will mean enormous benefits to both the users of the library and the
staff, but the road to that is fraught with hidden and not so-hidden issues, which librarians
should become familiar with before they embark.

In some way.; making the choice of the actual software is the easiest, as once the choice is
made, the organisation must then construct a (let, ed implementation plan, a timetable for
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that implementation, and prepare a statement of the formal organizational structure it intends
to adopt in which to make fullest use of the new system. One of the most important areas to
consider, if not the most important, is planning. Adequate planning is essential to a
successful automation implementation.

BACKGROUND FOR PLANNING

There are a number of important lessons that can be learned from before any librarian

embarks on an automation project. I do not propose to have the solution to these but to
highlight them and give some personal remedies.

1. Automation will almost always be more costly than originally estimated.

When purchasing an automated system, libraries tend to focus on the costs of hardware,
software, and maintenance costs as spelled out in the contract. The importance of the other
costs associated with the system are often overlooked or underestimated. These include:

site preparation expenses
unrealistic expectations about the amount of staff needed to run the system
failure to anticipate the need to expand the system (e.g., user licenses)
ongoing operational costs (e.g., file-saves, storage requirements)
training
publicity

New information technologies have placed tremendous pressures on outdated cabling and
wiring. Expanded budgets are therefore required for such things as additional connective
wiring and cabling. New input formats on the software may require revamped policies and
procedures, rules and regulations. These all involve staff time which must be taken into
consideration when looking at costs. Expanded training (of both staff and users), and
continuing education requires increased travel budgets for participation. Other costs can be
incurred in perhaps having to employ the types of personnel to handle technological
problems, or maintenance and repair of the system. New furniture may have to be purchased
for both backroom staff and circulation staff. Existing furniture may have to be altered to
make allowances for terminal and printers.

The library will face increased costs in heating and air-conditioning to maintain the new
system, as circulation and humidity will be very important in ensuring the smooth running of
the hardware. Factors that have to be taken into consideration include temperature, humidity,
dust control and static discharge and lighting. As previously mentioned, site preparation can
have enormous costs associated with it, as reconfiguration and reconstruction of physical
facilities both within and outside library buildings is often necessary. Issues such as having a
dedicated electrical power to the computer, accessibility to fire extinguishers, etc. all have
costs associated with them.



The best protection against underestimating is a careful and realistic assessment of all the
known factors in the automation project that are likely to have expenses associated with them.
Careful planning and budgeting do not provide complete protection against possible cost
under estimates. but will help reduce the gap between anticipated and final costs.

2. Library staff and Information Technology (IT)/Computing Staff will have problems
communicating with each other.

One of the main problems that is encountered today is the jargon that abounds in both the
library world and the computer industry. How many IT staff know what a MARC record is,
and how many librarians really know how a client/server network operates? Even when
librarians and IT staff do use the same word, it often has a different connotation to both
parties.

This situation is improving, but another more important issue apart from the knowledge gap
is what I call the "personal space" gap. By this, I mean that in many libraries there stems a
real and potentially harmful situation that exists between the library staff and the IT staff, in
terms of areas of responsibility. IT staff have for years grown accustomed to having total
responsibility for the operation of their organisations systems and have operated efficiently
and effectively within this arrangement.

The instzllation of a software system in the library sees many of the traditional tasks
undertaken by the library, such as file-saves, file upkeep and security procedures, now
handled by library staff. and worse in their eyes, by librarians! We are often seem as being
the usurpers on their territory. This situation is not untenable. Librarians must however,
recognise that they are venturing into unknown and uncharted territory and must learn to
work co-operatively with IT staff both before, during and after the automation project.

By involving the IT staff in the project from day one, ownership of the project is shared
between the IT department and the library, and this early relationship can only serve to help
the library staff in building and fostering a workable relationship.

3. Librarians and software vendors have misunderstandings.

Vendors often complain that librarians often do not say what they really mean and libraries
complain that vendors only have an interest in profits and are prone to promise anything and
everything to realise a sale. One would be foolish to not accept that this is true in many
instances, but libraries are the livelihood of vendors and as such they have a vested interest to
have happy customers. Vendors are legally bound by the contracts they sign with libraries
and as such will not promise extraordinary functionality or services if they cannot be
delivered. They would be out of business before they begun.

It is up to library staff however, to ensure that the contract is simple and readable and that
both sides use the same terminology. For example, a recent contract sent into Dynix had the
following requirement:
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Both sides must ensure that all commitments are in writing and verbal agreements should not

be used.

4. Development plans, delivery schedules and implementation dates can be delayed.

If you talk to any librarian who has gone through an automation project they all tell you one

thing. One of the long outstanding lessons of library automation is that systems tend not to be

up and running by the date originally targeted. There are many reasons for this, some

attributable to the library some to the vendor.

In the case of the latter, vendors often schedule a project before receiving data and only after

having a brief overview of the contract. It is only as the project is underway that they realise

that there are variable in the contract that will cause delays. In the case of the library, staff

often omit vital information when talking to the vendor prior to the contract signing, which
results in delays. Equipment failure or delivery delay would have to be a major cause in

project slipping, and when other parties are also involved (e.g., retrospective companies,
Electrical and Wiring staff, etc.), then delays are inevitable.

Even when the hardware and software are delivered on time, there is often a phase of
difficulty with "gremlins" causing some type of malfunction that can delay the system being
implemented. In more than a few cases, the library itself as not adequately prepared the
installation site, and is still waiting on necessary wiring and cabling.

5. What comes out of a system must first be put in.

Among the most underestimated factors in implementing an automated system is the time and

effort required to convert either manual or another software systems data so that it can be

loaded onto the current software.

In the case of manual data, this is one of the most crucial aspects of library automation and it
is important that a library realistically assess the amount of time, effort and co-ordination
required for a conversion project.

Another often over overlooked aspect of conversion is the amount of effort that is required to
tidy up the database after it has been loaded. This is particularly the case where the library
has created its manual database over the course of a few years. When a library sees its
records online for the first time they can often be horrified by the state of the data, especially

the lack of authority control, poorly catalogued material, duplicate entries, spelling mistakes

etc.

So a question that is often asked is whether a library should make an effort to clean up its
data either before it is loaded or after. My answer to this question would be "It depends."

Some types of errors are much must faster to clean up after they have been loaded onto the

system. I refer particularly to data that is present on a number of records, for example:
authority headings. Most systems these days have routines which can globally fix errant data,
so it would be highly inefficient to attempt to do this manually.
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On the other hand some types of jobs would be better done before, the data is loaded. I

would recommend that you have discussions with your vendor during your pre-installation
stage to discuss this matter.

Once the database has been created, time must be allocated to clean it up. Quality of any
database can only be ensured through constant and careful attention to detail.

6. Machines do not work all the time.

A source of frustration for anyone is todays world is when a machine is unavailable or down.
We have all experienced the frustration when trying to use an automatic teller, or trying to
book an airline seat. Regardless of the type of system, its level of sophistication, or its costs,
there will be such periods. A library should therefore have contingency plans for these
occasions, either by purchasing a portable unit, having a stand-alone PC available, or have
clearly established manual procedures which can be used.

7. Automated systems do not do everything that the library would like them to do.

No library system on the market can do everything or has every feature that a library wants.
Certain features can be added but at additional cost to the library. The realisation that there
is no perfect system can lead to a certain amount of frustration. It is therefore up to the
library to decide which features are the most important and to pick a system that has those.

Also, even though a system can produce a range of marvellous reports on just about
anything, there still need staff time and involvement in taking off lapsed hoids and re-shelving
them, manually deleting records form the database, and manually re-sizing growing files.
These System Administrator duties are often underestimated in an automation project, as staff
and particularly management see the automation of the library as a chance to free up staff.

Recently, a library posted the following list regarding their version of the eight critical factors
that a vendors system should do. These are:

1. Ability to test new programs and modifications completely without risking live
functions and/or data.

2. The use of the hardware and operating system is NOT propriety to the vendor.

3. The vendor should have had experience with successful conversion of previous data
structures with little or no loss of data and with little or no human intervention.

4. The vendor should have a track record for hardware and software support LOCALLY.

5. Handling of system maintenance (i.e. backups, updates, reports, etc.) and the level of
human intervention and downtime required.
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6. Security levels; individual accountability versus ease of configuration and use.

7. Monitoring of specific workstations for the purpose of both troubleshooting, statistics, and

user assistance.

8. Compatibility with TCP/IP and standard terminal emulation software (i.e. Telnet,
Windows, OS/2, IBM 3270 etc.)

8. Some staff will never like using the system.

Some people hate computers and always will. They feel either threatened or do not like
using something that they cannot make notes on, walk around the shelves with, etc . It is
therefore vital that the library manager is sensitive to the legitimate fears that staff may have
about the adverse effects of computerisation. Often the resistance to new technology is more
related to the organisational climate than it is to the actual system itself. Common
psychological reactions which can be expected however, include confusion, annoyance,
apprehension, resistance and even fear. Many employees may feel threatened with a loss of
esteem, position, importance and power. Members of staff, particularly older ones, may fear
that they will not be able to learn to use the new system and for this reason alone may resist

its introduction.

A way to minimise this is to involve as many library staff as possible in the project from the
very beginning. Convince all staff that the new system will be to their benefit and will
improve their working situation and environment. Again the issue of ownership is important
here. Hold regular meetings to inform staff of the status of the project, and circulate any
available literature from the vendor. Knowing the functions that will exist on the new
system, invite staff to participate in the re-design of workflows and procedures. By fostering
a team environment, with the team being the staff AND the computer, you will minimise the
distrust and insecurity that many staff have with the advent of an automated system.

I would however stress two key points here; be honest and be realistic with staff where the
new system is concerned. Where fears are justified, be honest about the consequences.
Although there are few job losses as the result of automating, there may be significant
changes in work patterns. An automated system can cause the bulk of materials to be
processes more quickly and cost effectively by non-professionals, which can then cause a
change in the duties of Technical Services staff. Be realistic when telling staff that the new
system will not solve all their problems. No automated system will make all processes faster,
easier and cheaper; some aspects of work may become more time-consuming and expensive.
The automation of manual tasks inevitably changes jobs. Skills that were once important in
older routines can often be rendered obsolete, while new skills demanding expertise on the
automated system gain prominence. If you make staff aware of these issues from the outset,
you will stand a greater chance of success.
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9. Other libraries can be a valuable source of information.

Many librarians do not access one of the most readily available sources of information. That
is. other libraries who have undergone an automation project. Other libraries that have
already undertaken a similar project can lend valuable insight into the process. It is
important to bear in mind however, to know how long ago they purchased the system, and
how it differs from the current one. Problems faced a few years ago with a particular vendor
may since have been resolved, or a new version of the software may be in place. Talk to a
number of librarians, not just one or two. Try to pick those libraries that have the greatest
similarity with your own library. Look for such things as number of users, computer
platform, database sizes and modules. And remember, that no matter how good a package is,
every good vendor has at least a few dissatisfied customers (even Dynix!)

Other libraries RFP's also make a valuable source of information. One of the most crucial
purposes of the RFP is to outline what the library expects an automated system to do. Get
copies of other libraries RFP's if possible, and use them to ensure that your RFP covers all
the functions you want your system to perform.

One of the main areas today, in regard to the RFP, is that there is often a basic
misunderstanding between the vendor and the library as to the idea about meanings. At
Dynix we receive a large number of RFPs, and every time have to go back to the library to
get clarification over a term. Make sure that if you do lift sections from another library's
RFP, that you understand each of the points.

10. Where possible, try to organise a demonstration of the software.

It is often useful to request a demonstration of the software, and most vendors will happily
oblige. The demonstration process is a useful tool in understanding the major characteristics
of the system. Be aware of a few issues though. These are:

* Future software capabilities do not exist. If you take that attitude there will be less
likelihood of misunderstandings further on down the track. Although most vendors
have a number of software projects running, some of these may not ccme into fruition, so it
is better to judge the software on what is actually already written and operating.

* Try to disassociate any problems that occur during the demonstration. Problems such as
modem lines or telephone lines should really be ignored. Also, sometimes the actual
computer system itself can fail because of abuse during travel.

* Screen displays are more often than not able to be changed by the library. Do not
presume that poorly designed screen messages and layouts are fixed. Ensure the vendor show
yeu exactly what can and cannot be changed.

If these points are kept in mind, then you will have a better chance of successfully
implementing your system.
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One must not lose sight of the object of library automation. And that objective is to do what

we do better and more productively.
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Getting the Most Out of Your PC: Doing More with Less

by Mark Andres

The sound is all too familiar: "budget cuts," "doing more with less," "staff reductions,"

"increasing efficiency." In all types of libraries, librarians find that they have to provide

more services with less staff and a shrinking budget. Where can we turn for help? Aside

from getting more money, we can try to become more efficient at what we do so that we can

provide more services with less resources. One way to do this is to use a personal computer

to make your work more efficient.

In this essay, I will first examine what you can do with your personal computer to improve

library services. Among other things, I will show how you can use your library PC to create

signs, newsletters, brochures, and handouts. I will demonstrate how a PC can be a valuable

tool for budgeting, accounting, and file maintenance. After examining some of the uses for

personal computers, I will discuss ways to find inexpensive software that will allow you to

accomplish these tasks. I will look at two of the best sources of inexpensive software: mail

order software and shareware.

Throughout this essay, I will use the term personal computer (PC) to include all types of

personal computers including Macintosh computers. Often, in the computer world, people

talk of a PC as being an IBM-compatible personal computer in contrast to a Macintosh.

However, I will include Macs when I use the term PC. Also, most of the examples I will

use relate to Macintosh computers. I know much more about Macintosh computers and

software than I do about IBM-compatibles, so I tend to provide examples from the Macintosh

world. However, everything I discuss here applies to IBM-compatibles as well as Macintosh

computers.
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Personal Computer Uses in Libraries and Archives

A basic reality of the library world is that some of the work is repetitive and clerical.

This is where a PC can oe a librarian or archivist's best friend. Personal computers can do

two things well. They excel at performing repetitive tasks and mathematical calculations

without getting bored or tired. They also allow you to do things that you once had to rely on

outside sources to do for youof course, at a higher cost. In this section, I will discuss the

different uses for computers in libraries, by examining the different "genres" of software

available. These include word processing, spreadsheets, databases, graphics, and page layout

programs.

Word Processing

Word processing software allows you to write like you would type on a typewriter. Using

a PC holds many advantages over the typewriter. First, you can edit and make changes

again and again. Only when you have the text exactly as you want it, do you print it out.

Second, it is very easy to make multiple copies without retyping. Third, most computers

now allow you to add special type to your documents such as italics, boldface, or

underlining. Finally, if you are a poor typist like me, you will appreciate the spell checking

and even grammar checking abilities of most word processing software packages. Word

Perfect used to be the standard word processor, but Microsoft Word has become increasingly

popular.

In the library, your PC and some word processing software can easily replace your

typewriter. The day to day operation of any organization involves a fair amount of

correspondence. Letters, faxes, and all other types of correspondence can be managed by

using a word processing software. One of the many advantages of word processing software

is that you maintain a copy of all your correspondence in electronic form. This cuts down
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on paperyou don't have to make a paper copy for yourself. Also, most word processing

software includes a mail merge facility that allows you to create multiple letters where the

contents are the same but each letter is addressed specifically to the receiver.

Another useful tool found in most word processing software is templates. Templates are

electronic forms that have some information already added. For example, when you write a

letter, your return address will always be the same. So you can create a letter template.

When you open a new document using the template, instead of starting with a blank form,

you will already have some information added. In this way, you do not have to constantly

retype your return address. You can easily create templates for letters, faxes, reports,

orders, and many more. Once you use word processing software, you'll wonder how you

ever got along without it.

Spreadsheets

A spreadsheet is like a computerized accounting ledger. It consists of blocks usually

known as cells. Each cell can contain number values or words. Spreadsheets allow you to

do various mathematical manipulations from the very simple to the extremely complex.

Spreadsheets tend to be easy to learn and are very popular in the business world. You may

already know Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft Excel.

The library applications for spreadsheets are numerous. Spreadsheets allow administrators

to maintain accounting records and budgets without requiring an accounting degree. With a

little practice, anyone can set a simple accounting system to track library expenditures.

Spreadsheets can also be used to maintain time sheets for student or hourly workers. They

can also be set up to track various sources of income such as fines, fees, and copy machine

money. This could be maintained in a separate spreadsheet or kept in the same file with

expenses as a master account. Spreadsheets also provide an excellent tool for manipulating



statistics of all sorts. Maintaining library statistics can be a nightmare, but with a

spreadsheet it is simple. Once you enter the statistical data, you can integrate it into annual

reports, newsletters, etc.

Finally, most spreadsheet software includes graphing and charting functions that will

automatically produce charts or graphs based on the data in the spreadsheet files. For

example, you could quickly create a pie chart illustrating where expenditures are allocated

for an upcoming board meeting. One bar graph showing increasing circulation statistics can

be superimposed over a another graph representing the budget decreases over the same time

period. The uses for graphs and charts are limitless and spreadsheet software allows you to

create them easily.

Files/Databases

A database is a program that allows to collect data in an ordered fashion. A telephone

book is an example of a non-computerized database. It contains names, addresses, and

phone numbers is a structured layout. A library card catalog is another example of a

database. Using a computerized database is better because it allows you to arrange and

rearrange your files easily. It also allows to retrieve information more efficiently. For

example, what if I know that a person's first name is Tim and that the last four numbers in

his phone number are 4382. I want to find his last name, his address, and his full phone

number. Using a telephone book, this is nearly impossible. A telephone book is arranged

by last name. If you don't know someone's last name, you probably won't be able to find

them in the phone book. With a computer database, however, you could search for all the

entries that have Tim as the first name and all the entries that have 4382 as the last four

digits in the phone number. You could then see what entries have both the name Tim and

the desired four digits. A popular database program in the business world is dBase, but
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recently File Maker Pro is gaining popularity due to its power and ease of use.

If your library has an online catalog instead of or in addition to the card catalog, then you

have experienced a powerful computer database. Online catalogs provide the same access a

card catalog doesby author, title, subject, and series. However, most online catalog

software systems also allow keyword searching that would be impossible using the card

catalog. Many systems also allow you to combine accz-ss points for your search and to limit

searches by various criteria. For example, if you know the book has the words "chocolate

parfait" in the title somewhere and the author's first name was Margaret, you can combine

an author and title keyword search. Or, to give another example, you want to find all the

materials available on ergonomics, but you only want materials published since 1990. Many

online catalogs will allow you to do this.

If you have a small library, you may be able to use a PC and a database program to set up

your own online catalog. There are even special "bibliographic database" programs available

such as Pro-Cite by Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc. Pro-Cite is a special kind of

database program that is already set up for various types on bibliographic data. It includes

formats for books, journal articles, maps, video recordings, conference proceedings, and

many others. In addition, you can create your own custom formats if needed. For a small

library, Pro-Cite would make a very cost efficient online catalog.

Another excellent use for a computerized database is to create local indexes for

newspapers or magazines. At the TUT Library, we have two major indexing projects on-

going to solve common library requests. Problem one: if I know the title of a short story

or play, how do I find that short story or play in collections or anthologies. To solve this

problem, we are creating a database of short stories and plays that are in our library

collection. We began by indexing multi-author anthologies. Once that was done, we began
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to do single author collections as well as short stories and plays in magazines. We keep two

databasesone for drama and one for short fictionthat are accessible from any Macintosh

in the library. When new books or magazines come in, staff members scan them for short

stories or plays. We also continue to work retrospectively through the collection employing

student workers for the data entry. As of October 1994, we have 645 plays and 4,207 short

stories in the respective databases.

Problem two: the library receives many English-language periodicals published in Asia

about Asian topics that are not indexed in available periodical indexes such as the Readers'

Guide. To tackle this one, we are creating our own index of Asian periodicals. We began

by focusing on a few titles and provided complete indexing. Slowly, we have added other

titles often giving them selected coverage. Occasionally, we also add articles from collected

essays or festschnften that we feel are relevant to our index. As of October 1994, we had

956 entries and the database continues to grow daily. Reference staff find this an invaluable

source for accessing Asian materials in the collection.

Graphics/Page Layout

Technically, these are two different types of software, but 1 will discuss thera together. A

graphic program is software that allows you to create and manipulate computerized pictures.

Usually, we differentiate between text (computerized letters, numbers, etc.) and graphics

which are made up of thousands of dots (called pixels). Most graphics programs come with

"clip art" are pictures that someone has already created. You can use or modify the clip art

or create your own pictures. There are many graphics programs available, but a very

popular program now is Adobe's Photoshop.

A page layout program is a program that allows you to easily combine text and graphics to

create your own publications. Usually, you create the individual elements in other programs
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and then combine them in the layout program. For example, you might write the text for

your annual report in a word processor, add in a chart created in a spreadsheet program,

throw in some graphics, and combine them all in the layout program. Layout programs are

the basic tools of the professional desktop publisher. Today, many magazines and

newspapers are now put together electronically. Aldus Page Maker is the traditional

champion of the page layout arena.

One of the best uses for a personal computer and your page layout software is to create a
0

library newsletter. Newsletters are an inexpensive and practical way to keep your users

informed of what is going on in your library. Publishing a regular newsletter is an important

public relations tool. If your library is very large or complex, you may want to use internal

departmental newsletters in addition to a general library newsletter to help keep the entire

library staff informed. Moreover, producing a newsletter can be very economical. Rather

than putting out several memos, you can combine them into one newsletter. The Temple

University Japan (TUJ) Library's newsletter comes on one two-sided page. It contains the

information that could normally be found in 8-10 memos. That is one sheet of paper as

opposed to several. At the very least, you are saving paper and trees.

At the TUJ Library, we put out our newsletter every two months--one at the beginning of

each semester and one toward the end. A regular schedule is better than "putting one out

whenever we get a chance.' because you users will soon learn that they can rely on your

newsletter to be a regular source of information. A shorter newsletter produced more often

is better. To produce our newsletter, we use a simple page layout program on the

Macintosh. At first, we used a word processing program, but later purchased the page

layout program to help spruce up the newsletter. Also, I found a very good deal on the page

layout program, but more about how to do that below.
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Another way you.can use your PC save money is to make your own signs. With a

simple graphics program and a tiny bit of talent, you have all you need to produce your own

signs for all needs and occasions. You can use the computer to create your basic signage or

you can produce signs and flyers for special occasions. We make all signs found in our

library with the computer, thereby saving the costs of having signs made.

Finally, with a graphics or layout program. you can easily produce your own handouts and

brochures. At our library, we produce several regular publications for our users. In

addition to the newsletter mentioned above, we have small users guides that teach users how

to use our online catalog or how to use our CD-ROM databases. We also regularly produce.

a catalog of videos in the Media Center. For the students and faculty in our graduate

program in English as a Second Language, we produce a bibliography of books on education

and linguistics. In addition, we produce our own library brochures that explain the rules and

policies of the library. All of this is done on a computer requiring no outside costs for

printing or publishing.

From the discussion above, you may have noticed that in most cases, you are directly

producing the finished product. With a personal computer, you become the writer, editor,

publisher, artist, and designer. This is known in the computer world as desktop publishing.

It means that you can use the PC on your desk to publish your own works or produce your

own materials without any outside help. If you take the time learn to use the PC in your

library, you can save yourself and your library a great deal of time and money in the long

run.
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Finding Cheap Software

All of this may sound great, but the problem is finding the software to do all these great

things. With tight budgets, it is difficult to equip your PC with all of these necessary tools.

So how do you get the software you need without breaking your budget? Obtaining good

software need not cost a fortune. I will show you two ways to find cheap software that are

practiced everyday by "people in the know."

Mail Order

If you are interested in name brand software, you could go to the local computer or

business supply outlet and buy the software of your choice. This might be WordPerfect,

Microsoft Word, Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, Microsoft Excel, or some other commercial software.

If you buy or order it from a local computer store, you will probably pay the suggested retail

price. For the software mentioned above, you will probably pay between $400 and $800 per

item.

However, thousands of people around the world purchase name brand software at a

fraction of the retail price. We pay what is know as the "street price" and it is often 50% or

more off the retail price. How do we do this? We order our software from mail order

catalogs. Mail order firms charge big software companies to advertise their products in the

mail order catalogs. Because they make much of their money from the advertising, the mail

order firms can then sell the software for very little profit.

How do I find a good mail order company? How do I find any for that matter? The best

way is to look through the advertisements in a computer magazine. You will see many ads

for mail order companies. You may also notice that the advertised prices are half or less of

the retail price. What is the best mail order company to order from? Ask around among

your friends and colleagues. If you have a local computer guru, ask him or her. The odds
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are any computer "power user" has ordered software (and even hardware) via mail order.

Attend user group meetings and ask members there. The best way to avoid mistakes is to

rely on the experience of others.

Another rule of thumb is that the larger the ad in the magazine, the more reputable the

company. This is not 100% true, but it can give you a general idea of the standing of the

company. Also, read the advertisement carefully, including the fine print. Check for their

guarantees and return policy. Check for their policies on international orders. Do they have

an international fax number listed in the ad? If they do, they probably have experience

catering to international orders. Many computer magazines also run articles telling you how

to order from mail order outlets. One such magazine, Mac User, runs a checklist of things to

watch for when buying mail order in each issue.

When you are placing your order or getting a price quote, ask as many questions as you

can think of. Method of shipping, insurance, return policy, and guarantees are all things you

want to clarify before ordering. Make certain that they include shipping and insurance

charges in any price quotation and that they tell you how they ship. Most companies will

use DHL for international orders.

Granted, many of you might be limited by your ability to order through mail order.

Usually mail order requires a credit card, although a check or money transfer is also often

possible. At our library, we charge software to an individual's credit card and then seek

reimbursement. This may not be possible at your institution. Please check with your local

accounting department first, before attempting to use mail order.

Another advantage of mail order is that they usually offer a much wider selection than

retail computer stores do. If you don't care about getting "big name" software, you can

often find very good, inexpensive software from lesser known companies through mail order.
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This software often has all the power and features of brand name software at a fraction of the

cost. Or, perhaps, it does not include all the features of the brand name software, but you

may not need all of those features. Here are a few examples to help clarify this point.

In our library, we do not use spreadsheets that much. We use them for basic accounting

and statistic maintenance. Spreadsheets are very big business and most commercial

spreadsheets will offer you all sorts of features and extras. Of course, these wonderful

features come at a high price. We needed a basic spreadsheet and instead of buying

Microsoft Excel for the Mac, we purchased a spreadsheet called %Plane! It cost $80 with

shipping as opposed to the $249 for Excel via mail order. BiPlane! will only do charts in 8

colors as opposed to 256 for Excel. BiPlane! can't do many things Excel can do, but it does

everything we need it to do. So we bought BiPlane! instead for a lot less money than Excel.

When looking for word processing software for our Macintoshes, we were going to buy

Microsoft Word. At that time the retail price for Word was $495, but you could get it mail

order for about $250. I looked into an alternative and found Write Now which had all the

features we needed. It retailed for $249, but I found it for $42! At $150 including the

shipping, we were able to buy software for all three Macs for much less than one copy of

Microsoft Word. I could give you many more examples of how I bought lesser known

software that does what I need it to do for much less than the top of the line competitors.

Shareware

If you don't want or can't afford commercial software even at mail order prices, or if you

can't use mail order, another alternative is shareware. If you have never heard of shareware,

it is a great way to find excellent software at reasonable prices. What is shareware?

Shareware is software that is allowed to be copied freely. Although the author of the

software retains the copyright, you are allowed to copy it on a trial basis. After a reasonable
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trial period, usually 15-30 days, if you (...::cide you like the software, you are bound morally

and legally to pay what the author asks. In some cases, the author asks for nothing (this is

called freeware) or that you send a picture postcard to the programmer (so-called postcard-

ware). Charges for shareware range from $5-$60 with an average of $15-$20. Often, when

you register your copy, you may get added benefits such as access to additional features, a

printed manual, or free upgrades.

Shareware includes all different types of software. Much of it is system extensions or

enhancements. This are little things that make your computer more friendly or useful.

These are usually in the $5-$15 range, but many of these extensions are freeware. Two

system extensions every PC owner should have are a screen saver and a virus checker. You

can buy commercial screen savers or virus checkers, but there are many shareware

alternatives as well.

Screen savers protect your monitor from phosphorus burn-in that creates "ghosts" on the

screen. For the Macintosh, there is a freeware screen saver called "The Darkside of thc;

Mac." Like the popular commercial screen saver "After Dark," Darkside comes with

various screen savers which you can choose from. My Macintosh came with After Dark, but

I like Darkside better. Virus checkers check for (and many also remove) computer viruses

from your PC. Every computer is at risk. Everyone should have up-to-date virus prevention

software and use it regularly. Fer the Macintosh, there is Disinfectant produced by John

Norstad at Northwestern University. He provides it as freeware and he updates it each time

a new virus is found. He has become a legend and a saint to Macintosh users.

In addition to system extensions, you will also find shareware versions of all types of

software. For terminal emulation software, shareware is very common. For the Mac,

ZTerm which costs $45 is a standard. There are many shareware spreadsheets, graphics
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programs, word processors, and even database programs. You will also find a lot of

shareware utilities that will help you stay organized. There are numerous shareware

appointment books, to do lists, and organizers.

Where can I get shareware? There are three major sources of shareware. Probably the

best place is to get it at a local users group meeting. Almost anywhere, you should be able

to find users groups for both PCs and Macs. Users groups are not only a good source of

shareware, but they are an excellent source of expertise as well. You can get advice on all

types of computer problems. You can find out what type of software to buy, what is they

best mail order company, what shareware is available, how to use your computer more

efficiently, and more. You may even find out that you can offer advice to others!

Another way to get shareware is from local computer bulletin-board services (BBS). Once

again, you can find a local BBS almost everywhere that provides shareware. Many users

groups maintain a BBS service to help support their members. To use a BBS service, you

will need a modem and you may have to pay for a membership fee. Like user groups, a

BBS can also be a valuable tool for getting advice. Most BBS services also offer messaging

in addition to shareware archives. You can post a message on the "bulletin board" asking a

question. Then others will read your question and leave some advice. Getting involved with

a local BBS service can be both informative and fun.

The final way to obtain shareware is through a large online service. This includes the

Internet or commercial online services such as CompuServe, Prodigy, or America Online.

The Internet is an international network or networks. An Internet connection offers services

such as software files, electronic conferences, news services, ability to access databases,

electronic mail, and much more. Commercial online providers offer similar services, but

you can only access what is on the individual network. Accessing these services as an
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individual user requires a modem and usually comes with monthly charges.

Searching out cheap software takes time, work, and patience. It is like doing any other

type of research. However, the rewards will be a plentiful supply of useful software on your

PC. When people wander into my office and see all the software that we use, they often

assume that it is illegal. How could I afford so much software, especially on a librarian's

salary? Or how did I get those purchase requests through the accounting department with the

budget crunch on? I tell them that by keeping my eyes open and looking for bargains, I

found all this software at reasonable prices. If I am buying brand name software, I buy it

mail order. If a lesser known software package can do what I need it to do, I will buy the

"off-brand" to save money. The word processor, spreadsheet, page layout program, and

graphics program that we use in the library are examples of lesser-known alternatives. My

e-mail editor, screen saver, and virus protection software are all top notch quality and they

didn't cost me a cent. The best thing is that you can do it toot

Selected Annotated Bibliography

This brief bibliography is by no means exhaustive. It is merely a collection of some of the

books I have found useful. For almost any specific software package, you will find

numerous books to help get you started. Of course, the ultimate source on any piece of

software is the manual that comes with it. As tedious as they often are, you should always

start by reading the manual.

Bull, Glen, and Judi Harris. HyperCard for Educators: An Introduction. Eugene, OR:

International Society for Technology in Education, 1991. ISBN: 0924667923.

Discusses ways to use existing HyperCard stacks as well as ways to create your own. Contains an
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introduction to the use of Hyper Talk scripting language. Overall rather simplistic.

Lowe, Doug, and Patrick Bultema. The Only DOS Book You'll Ever Need. Fresno, CA:

Mike Murach & Associates, 1991. ISBN: 0911625585.

An excellent introduction to DOS, the operating system for IBM personal computers and compatibles.

The book takes a practical approach and can either be used as a desk reference or read from beginning to

end as a tutorial. Highly recommended.

Johnson, Richard D., and Harriet H. Johnson. The Macintosh Press Desktop Publishing for

Libraries. Westport, CT: Meckler, 1989. ISBN: 0887362877.

Better titled 'An introduction to Macintosh computers for librarians," this book provides an overview of

the Macintosh. The final portion of the book covers the basics of desktop publishing. Somewhat

outdated and simplistic.

Machalow, Robert. Using Microsoft Excel. New York: Neal-Schuman, 1991. (A How-To-

-Do-It Manual for Librarians, no. 11). ISBN: 1555700756.

Discusses both standard and unique ways to use the spreadsheet Microsoft Excel in the library. Highly

recommended. Any of the books in the series, edited by Bill Katz, can give you insights on how to get

the most out of your PC. Other related titles in the series: Using Lotus -1-2-3, Using dBase, Using

OCLC, Communicating Professionally, and PC Management.

Computers in Libraries. Westport, CT: Meckler. Monthly. ISSN: 1041-7915. Annual

subscription: $39 (personal/K-12), $80 (institutional).

Articles on widespread interest and practical application relating to computers in libraries. Includes

regular columns, sections on CD-ROMs in libraries and the Internet in libraries. Includes book reviews

and "Current Cites." One issue per year is the annual buyer's guide. Highly recommended.

Apple Library Users Group Newsletter. Cupertino, CA: Apple Computer. Quarterly.

ISSN: 0887-2716. Free.

Newly redesigned, this newsletter provides useful reviews and articles relating to the use of Apples,

Macintoshes, and Newtons in libraries. For a free subscription, write to Monica Ertel, Apple Computer,

4 Infinite Loop MS 304-2A, Cupertino, CA 95014; Voice: (408) 974-2552, Fax: (408) 725-8502; E-

mail: ertel.rnaappielink.apple.com. Recommended for Macintosh users.
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impact of E-mail on Literacy

Dr. Yu-mei Wang

University of Guam

The definition of literacy has been evolving over the centuries. More

than one hundred years ago a person could claim to be literate if he/she was

able to sign his/her name (Dubin, 1991). With the passing of time, literacy

came to refer to the ability to read and write. In recent years, the definition of

literacy has expanded to include reading, writing and reasoning. A literate

person is supposed to "express thoughts and feelings in writing, and

understand those of others in reading" (Wilson, 1986; p. 28).

Not only has the definition of literacy been changing, but the tools used

to develop literacy have changed due to the development of technology.

Paper and pencil are no longer the only tools for developing literacy. The

advent of widely available computers and telecommunications has provided

another tool for facilitating literacy through the use of electronic mail (e-mail).

E-mail is a medium which allows people to send and receive messages

via the computer. To use e-mail for exchanging messages, one has to get an e-

mail account and a username so that an electronic mailbox inside the

computer can be assigned. The computer is like a messenger in charge of

sending and receiving mail for an e-mail user. An e-mail user deposits the

mail to be sent in the electronic mailbox and checks the electronic mailbox to

collect mail received from other senders.

E-mail is a unique mode of communication which combines the

advantages of traditional mail, FAX, and the telephone. Like the mail and

FAX, e-mail allows the user to compose and read a message. Like FAX and
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the telephone, e-mail transfers a message almost instantaneously from sender

to addressee (Bolton, 1991).

Application of E-mail in Educational Settings

E-mail has been used for many years in business settings, but only

recently has e-mail been used in educational settings. Current uses of e-mail

in educational settings fall into the following three categories: (1) e-mail as an

informal communication tool; (2) e-mail as a student-teacher

communication tool; and (3) e-mail as a classroom-world communication

tool.

1. E-mail as an Informal Communication Tool

Teachers and students can use e-mail as a communication tool to fulfill

their personal needs. They can use e-mail to exchange information, discuss

opinions, and keep in touch with friends. For example, teachers can exchange

information about students, teaching methods, course materials, or they can

just chit-chat with their friends via e-mail. Students can send messages to

each other to arrange meeting times, help each other with assignments, or

simply send "Hello" greetings to friends.

2. E-mail as a Student-Teacher Communication Tool

E-mail is sometimes added to the regular classroom in the hope of

increasing interaction between teachers and students to improve the quality

of the learning environment. Teachers can set up e-mail communication

with students to supplement the traditional mode of classroom interaction.

They can ask the students to send them e-mail messages discussing any

questions concerning the courses. Teachers can also conduct conferences with

students and have course syllabi, lecture notes, and assignments delivered

through e-mail.
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3. E-mail as a Classroom-World Communication Tool

E-mail can expand the communication circles of the learner beyond the

boundaries of the classroom and the campus. It can help find an interested

audience and provide an effective communication tool that allows learners to

communicate even though they are physically far away from each other.

Joint educational projects can be conducted across schools, states or countries

through e-mail. These joint telecommunication projects can be of any subject

matter and can last for an indeterminate length of time. The learner is

provided access to global communication and empowered in the learning

process.

Advantages of Using E-mail to Facilitate Literacy

Implementing e-mail in educational settings provides an effective mode

to communicate ideas and meanings. There are several advantages of using

e-mail to facilitate the reading, writing and reasoning of students of all ages.

1. Students are motivated to write via e-mail communication.

I like to use computer1. Therefore, I used computer every day. Also, I
like to write something. So, I hope that I can use computer next term.
I was looking to using computer and to communicate by writing to
American people. If you can do this project next term, please tell me.
(Toshi2)

This was written by one of the students in my research project. He sent

me this message via e-mail when the research project came to an end. The

research project was conducted in an American English Institute program on

the campus of a large public university. My subjects were international

students who came to the United States to study English.

E-mail messages quoted in this paper are edited for spelling and grammatical mistakes.

2 Names used in this paper are not real names to protect the sublects.
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The motivation shown by the students involved in the program was

fascinating. They considered e-mail fast, convenient and fun. The students

wrote about a variety of topics in their e-mail communication with the

instructor. They talked about the problems in their study, their past lives,

their adventures in the United States, and their culture shock.

One incident which occurred in my pilot study demonstrated the strong

desire students have to communicate via e-mail. Due to limited funding of

the pilot study, the students were told they were only allowed to write to the

instructor via e-mail. In the e-mail training sessions, I deliberately avoided

teaching the students how to send e-mail messages to people other than the

instructor. Yet two female students in the project figured out how to send e-

mail messages to each other. They secretly wrote to each other via e-mail:

Hi! Akiko. I'm glad that I can talk to you this way but I'm not sure that

it is good if the instructor knows this. Anyway, it's an interesting and
exciting experience to talk by electronic mail, isn't it? If I can stay here,
that will be fine; if not, I'm still appreciate that I have ever been here. I

have learned a lot through the life here. See you tomorrow in class.

(Danne)

Dear Danne:
Thanks for your mail. I am afraid of using computer without telling
the instructor. Anyway we can go on a trip, two of us. Actually I can't
use much money. I wish we can go anywhere cheap way. Someday I'd
like to talk to you. I have a problem. I have to find a new house where

I'll live next term. I'll be busy. Anyway I do not feel bad. Don't worry
about me. See you soon. (Akiko)

A secondary school teacher in a public school in Guam agreed that

students were motivated to use e-mail communication. Her students

enjoyed reading and writing via e-mail. She considered the high interest

level of her students to be the main reason for improving their literacy. Two

of her students were labeled as slow learners. Even though they were "slow

learners," they were very active in e-mail communication.
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Motivation on the part of learners is an important factor in enhancing

literacy. "The desire, or at least the willingness, to read and write is obviously

essential if literacy is to have any practical value; still more so if it is to have

any more fully educational value...."(Wilson, 1986; P. 29).

2. E-mail provides an audience other than the teacher.

A kindergarten teacher in Eugene, Oregon, conducted several

telecommunication projects in her class via e-mail. In one of her projects, the

children in her class collaborated with children in five other states to write a

story. Children in one state wrote about the characters in the story while

children in another state wrote about the story setting. Children in the other

states were in charge of writing the first chapter, the second chapter, and the

third chapter.

The children in her project put great effort in their writings because they

knew their stories were not only read by the teacher, but also by other

children. During an e-mail interview, the kindergarten teacher sent me the

following message in response to my question on the role of e-mail in

improving literacy:

I think that e-mail has several positive benefits in improving literacy.
The first is the pride students take in sending out their own work.
They work harder to make everything correct, they are more specific
about their material, and they make sure their facts are right. They also
seem to feel a certain freedom to express their creativity, and have less

inhibitions about asking questions from people they can't see. (A
Kindergarten Teacher)

The comment made by Richard M. Coe (1986) validates the kindergarten

teacher's perspective on the benefits of using e-mail to improve literacy.
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If students are to put effort into their writing process, they must be
motivated. In part this can be done via the traditional rewards and
punishments notably grades, praise, and criticism. In part it can be

done through the opportunity for some sort of "publication": Just
knowing that a piece of writing will be read by someone other than the

teacher - even other students in the class can be a powerful
motivation (p. 299).

3. Students learn vocabulary, grammar, sentence structures, and idioms via

e-mail writing.

E-mail is interactive writing. It not only involves writing of messages

but also reading of messages. In order to respond to messages sent to them,

students must do a considerable amount of reading to fully understand the

messages.

Reading is an important component in literacy. Summarizing the

research findings about the importance of reading on literacy, Krashen (1985)

concluded that "reading exposure,...results in development of several aspects

of the language arts, reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, and

writing style" (p. 104).

E-mail communication contributes to a student's reading ability. What

is more, if the student is communicating with a competent language user, it

will also provide opportunities for the student to pick up vocabulary,

grammar, sentence structures, idioms, and writing style. E-mail

communication between teachers and students can provide opportunities for

teachers to model correct uses of language.

The students in my research project enjoyed reading the instructor's

messages and realized the importance of reading these messages. One of the

students sent this message to me, asking me to teach her how to get a hard

copy of the instructor's messages so that she could take them with her and

read them whenever she wanted:
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Everyday I like to pick up some sentences from those messages mv
instructor sent to me for learning writing and grammar skills. If I don't
know how to print, I have to pick them up by handwriting. However,
it takes time. So far, I don't have anv good idea which is helpful, except
to learn how to print, or you can give me some suggestions? (Danne)

Another international student pointed out that he preferred

communicating via e-mail rather than face-to-face communication. E-mail is

written communication, and it provides thinking time to the user:

I talked with mv advisor to get information and had discussion with
mv American friends via e-mail. I picked up lots of vocabularies,
pl;rases and expressions bv doing so. It is very stressful for me to have
face to face communication because I am slow. You do not have
chance to think, and you've got to respond immediately. Sometimes
you can just have time to catch the idea, vou don't have time to check
grammar. (Victor)

Sometimes the students learn idioms via e-mail communication. Once

the students learn these idioms, they tend to use them in their messages.

Although I felt tired, I still couldn't sleep early. I like to study at night,
especially in the deep night. I don't know how to call this kind of
people in English. In my country, we call them as "night cat." I am a
typical night cat. (Ying)

People who like to stay up and work at night we call "night owls"--
same idea as your culture, just a different animal. (Instructor)

One student wrote to the instructor and asked her "What's the meaning

of "keep the finger crossed"? The instructor wrote back and explained:

"To keep your fingers crossed" is what we do with our fingers to bring
good luck or to have good results. You cross your middle finger of
your right hand over onto the finger next to your thumb. If you need
double luck or good results , you do this on both hands at the same
time. You also do the same when vou are lying, but you put your hand
behind your back. Keeping your fingers crossed when you are lying
means that the lie doesn't count. (Instructor)
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5. Handwriting is .t a pitfall for literacy.

Some student, have difficulties in writing by hand. It is often difficult

for them to form strokes and letters by hand. E-mail makes writing easy.

Students do not need to worry about their handwriting and can always have a

"clean" screen. They can easily erase, and the letters on the screen always

look neat. Daiute (1985) considered how the combination of e-mail and word

processing capabilities can contribute to the writing process:

The computer enhances the communication functions of writing not
only because it interacts with the writers but also because it offers a

channel for writers to communicate with one another and because it

can carry out a variety of production activities. Writing on the

computer means using the machine as a pencil, eraser, typewriter,
printer, scissors, paste, copier, filing cabinet, memopad and post office.

Thus, the computer is a communication channel as well as a writing

tool (p. xiv).

One of the students in my research project described his opinion of typing

on the computer rather than writing by hand:

My handwriting is very poor. It was also faster for me to write by the

computer than to write by hand. When I use e-mail, I have enough
time and it is easier to edit. I feel it is better for me. I feel it is very

troublesome to write by hand. When I write by hand, I have to erase by

using the eraser. After that, I have to try to make the paper look clean.

I really feel it is very troublesome to do so. It is very convenient for me

to use the computer. All I need to do is to turn on the computer. (Lin)

6. E-mail facilitates cultural exchange which is essential in language learning.

Language learning cannot be separated from culture learning. Language

must be taught in the context of culture. Language is embedded in culture

and culture is reflected in language. Language learners are aided in their

comprehension by their knowledge of culture.



E-mail can overcome geographical barriers and make it possible for

students living far away from each other to communicate; this creates

opportunities for students from different cultures to learn from each other.

Students are often eager to explore other cultures via e-mail. Several

teachers in a secondary school in Guam gave students various assignments

related to cultural learning. The Social Studies teacher in the school started

out the project by having the class put together a global address letter. Then

the Language Arts teacher had students compose a letter to introduce their

community to others. Finally, students sent e-mail messages to penpals

located in distant areas. The students considered it exciting to exchange e-mail

messages with people from far away.

A second example demonstrating how e-mail can be used to teach

culture involves the same kindergarten teacher who conducted the

collaborative story writing. She decided to teach children to count using

different languages. She posted a news message over the computer network

"Kidsphere" and requested information about counting from people in

different countries. She got responses on how to count in Spanish, German,

Japanese, Chinese, Swedish, Norwegian, Russian, Jewish, and Hindu. Lots of

responses also included phonetic respellings so that she could easily

pronounce the numbers in various languages. Many parents came to the

kindergarten classroom on the day the teacher taught children how to count

using different languages. Parents and children were learning together.

A third example shows how e-mail can help ESL (English as a Second

Language) students. Since e-mail allows users to communicate without

having to physically meet , ESL students enjoy using e-mail to talk to English

speakers with the purpose of learning culture. In my research project, even

though the ESL students and the English-speaking instructor met in class



every day, the students felt more comfortable asking the instructor questions

about culture via e-mail. A student explained, "The instructor seemed too

busy to talk to me in the classroom." Below are three e-mail exchanges by the

instructor and students in my research project.

Exchange One:

What did you make for a meal on thanks giving? Is it traditional,

turkey, yam, a pie? Something else did you make? I'm going to visit

my friend's house on Thursday. What do you think I should bring? If

you have some idea, could you tell me? Because I've never visited

American family on the Thanksgiving. See you tomorrow. Bye.

(Tamiko)

For Thanksgiving our dinner will consist of turkey, ham, mashed

potatoes, candied yams, dressing, cranberry, sauce, greens, salad, olives,

carrots, stuffed celery and anything else that we can find to put together

in our refrigerator. If you are over 21, you might want to bring a nice

bottle of wine which is often drunk with the dinner--usually a
burgandy. Or, you could bring something to munch on before the

dinner, like assorted nuts. Let me know if you need more information.

(Instructor)

Exchange 2:

It is a foggy, freezing day. Thank you very much for your advice. I
would like to bring a bottle of wine, I'm over than 21. Actually I'm 23.

However, do I have to ask my friend about that? Because mv friend

said that they are Christian. Do they drink alcohol? I'm not Christian,

so I don't know whether they drink or not. I eat a turkey, ham, yam,

mush potato yesterday in cafeteria (dorm) already. But on
Thanksgiving day, the cafeteria will close. So I must stock some food.

(Tamiko)

Many Christians drink alcohol with special dinners, but not to excess.

It would be advisable for you to ask your friend is she would like you to

bring a special bottle of wine to share at dinner. She'll be honest

because she won't want to embarrass you or her family. (Instructor)
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Exchange Three:

Yesterday I decide to go ski with my AEI (American English Institute)
classmate on Thanks giving days. Wha t does "Thanks giving day"
mean? Why is it on November not December? Is it big event? When
did it begin? What are we going to do? Are you going to give present
to somebody? Please explain for me. (Toshi)

Thanksgiving began with the beginning of the US. It is a day that we
give thanks to God for all that we have and it comes at the end of the
harvest season and before the onset of hard winters. The first
Thanksgiving was held by the Native Americans and the pilgrims
because the Native Americans showed thefn how to plant and store
food for the winter and they were able to survive and continue to live
here. They celebrated the union of people helping people. Of course
the pilgrims were very religious and therefore we thank God for
blessing us. (Instructor)

Conclusion

The major potential of e-mail lies in the fact that it integrates reading

and writing into one's daily life, making reading and writing a daily

communication tool. If students are offered an environment where they can

use written language as readily as they can use oral language, then their

literacy will be enhanced. To put it in another way, e-mail might be able to

make the process of written language acquisition closer to that of oral

language acquisition.
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The Pacific Neighborhood Consortium
and Resource Sharing in the Pacific

by

Hui-Lan Huang

First of all, let me take this opening moment to extend my gratitude to the PIALA
'94 Planning Committee, to its Program Chairman Ms. Arlene Cohen and to its
Chair Ms. Joanne Tarp ley. Thanks to the kind arrangement of the PIALA '94
Planning Committee, and especially the kind efforts of Ms. Cohen and Ms. Tarp ley,
I have this great opportunity to attend the PIALA '94 Conference and introduce you
to the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium.

The Pacific Neighborhood Consortium is an organization directly involved in the
Pacific Information Liberation, the main theme of this conference. For my
presentation to proceed in a systematic way, I'd like to divide it into three parts,
addressing the questions: what is the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium, what has
it achieved, and what is it planning to achieve?

1. What is the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium?

The Pacific Neighborhood Consortium, or PNC for short, is a multi-national group of
institutions of higher education and national libraries. The PNC was formed to
initiate and implement a program in computing and communications technology
oriented toward maximizing opportunities for information exchange among
institutions of higher education in the Pacific Rim. The goal of the Consortium is
the development of information exchange capacity to a level that will allow the
participating institution' of higher education to regard themselves, not as
organizations separated by physical vast distances, but as the residents of a virtual
neighborhood.

The PNC began its enterprise by an exchange of communication with other centers
of learning as the most effective way to start the transformation of the Pacific Rim
into the Pacific Neighborhood. The PNC was initiated by the University of
California, Berkeley in partnership with major academic centers in the Pacific Rim
and with the collaboration of corporate partners.

A. First Formal Presentation: '92 Presidents' Conference

As the first step in this enterprise, Dr. Curtis Hardyck, the Executive Director of the
PNC, presented the Consortium goals at two conferences of participating
universities in the Pacific Rim. The first formal presentation was made at the 6-8
April 1992 conference in Seoul, Korea, of Presidents of Pacific Rim Public
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Universities. At the Seoul meeting, the Consortium received the enthusiastic

endorsement and support of the university presidents present.

The initial presentation outlined: 1) the investigation of ways in which the Pacific

Neighborhood can come into being and 2) the technical and cultural processes

necessary to bring about this conversion. With these goals in mind, the Presidents

Conference focused on the following three problem areas:

1. The availability and capacity of existing communications technologies; what is

currently available; what is forecast to be available for the future; and what will be

needed to produce effective and harmonious exchanges among the participants.

2. The standards needed to provide effective means of communication, including

agreements on character sets, formats and system protocols.

3. The resources in the Pacific Rim currently accessible through technology,

including libraries, databases and corpora of texts in technologically accessible

form.

B. Formai Organization: '93 Hawaii Meeting

The Pacific Neighborhood Consortium was formally organized at a two-day meeting

held in Honolulu, Hawaii, January 14-15,1993. The organizational meeting was

attended by 80 persons, representing 33 institutions and 16 countries and places.

At the meeting, the participants agreed to form the Pacific Neighborhood

Consortium and to work toward the goals described earlier. Task force groups

discussed the areas of 1) Internet connectivity, 2) standards & agreements

for library and database access and 3) applications for distance learning both to

institutions of higher education and to primary education. Participating institutions

will also provide supplemental information for the PNC electronic database,

currently consisting of an inventory of all machine readable databases in Pacific

Rim countries.

C. Membership Structure

The membership of the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium is composed of 1) the

universities of the Pacific Rim countries, both public and private, participating in a

consortium to accomplish the goals of improved scholarly and cultural

communication, 2) affiliated institutions concerned with education, cultural

exchange and international agreement, and 3) corporate and governmental

organizations with interests in information management and exchange. A common

theme for members is an interest in the fostering of improved exchange of

scholarly, cultural and economic information of mutual interest.

Membership in the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium requires a commitment by the

applicant institution to contribute resources of personnel and support costs as
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appropriate to participate in the activities of the consortium. An initial fee of US
$5,000 is required for membership. An alternate fee of US $2000 may be used
by countries with an extremely low per capita income. In addition, member
institutions contribute the time and support costs necessary to participate in the
ongoing activities of the consortium and the programs under development. It is

expected that the principal active participants in Consortium activities will be the
chief information officers of the participating institution -- the head of computing
and telecommunications, the librarian, or those who are delegated by them to
participate in the Consortium activities. Participation is not limited to the above
mentioned officials, but is at the discretion of the participating institution.

2. What Has the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium Achieved?

A. Identification of Areas of Interest: '94 Hong Kong Meeting

In January 17-18, 1994, the PNC held its second meeting in Hong Kong (65
attendees representing 27 institutions). Through the conference, the areas of
common interests have been further identified. Although the tasks to be
accomplished constitute a formidable list, it is not necessary to accomplish them all
or to complete them to initiate the goals of Pacific Neighborhood. The end goals of
Pacific Neighborhood are a seamless, transparent, high speed network, allowing
access to a tremendous variety of information, including detailed images, from all

the participating countries. The followings are some main area of interests
identified:

1. Connectivity

There are at present global, regional international, national and regional
national committees concerned with the coordination of research and educational
networking activities. As a first step, it is necessary to identify existing and
planned network infrastructures serving research and education in each of the
participating countries. Also needed is an identification of all potential
trans-Pacific carriers, both terrestrial and satellite and a survey of the regulations
and pricing policies in the participating countries, as well as information about the
state of technology and available funding for information technology in each
country.

2. Standards

It will be necessary to identify the encoding standards, graphical representation
systems, formats and the linked system protocols used in the participating
countries, along with those changes and adaptations that must be made if easy
information exchange is possible. It is also necessary to design changes to be
technology-flexible and not linked too strongly with existing technology limitations.



Participants will need to know what is machine-readable now, w: -it will be in

the near future, what long range plans exist for conversion of existing databases to

electronic form and what library, scientific, and environmental databases are

being compiled. The participating nations must strive for agreements on how to

make these resources available to each other and for agreements of access

standards for these resources.

3. Costs

The costs of communications vary drastically among Pacific Rim countries, as

do the mechanisms of cost control. Some countries have privately run

communications systems, while many have governmental PTT's. It will be

necessary to review costs among participating countries and strive
for common cost controls and agreements in the sharing of information. The

granting of access privilege to corpora of religious or literary text is of little

advantage if the communications charges are such as to make access

financially impossible.

4. Governmental Regulations

Every participating country has a set of regulations on the access of information,

and on the use of electronic means of access. A comprehensive review of these

regulations needs to be undertaken, similarities and differences identified and the

proposal of a set of standards that are not universal -- that would be too much to

expect -- but that would allow the development of common access means and

protocols. The formulations of access agreements constitute a subset of these

investigations.

5. Multi-National Research Agreements

Multi-national research programs are already commonplace and would be facilitated

by the developments proposed in the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium.

6. Medical Information Systems

The development of improved medical information systems is one of the most
immediately realizable benefits of the Pacific Neighborhood developments.

7. National Library Access

The topic of library access seems self-evident. However, the agreements and

constraints on free exchange of library information among participating countries

warrants a separate review in that libraries are central to the concept of a

multi-national information system.
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8. Multi-National Teleconferencing

One of the first developments to be promoted within the Consortium program
will be the opportunity to investigate and evaluate the benefits of scholarly
teleconferencing. The technology exists to do this within relatively inexpensive
hardware platforms and the benefits to advancement of knowledge can be
examined, as well as the implications for expansion of this technology to other
uses.

9. Coordination with Government Agencies

A variety of governmental agencies will see themselves as having jurisdiction
over many of the programs and efforts proposed for the Pacific Neighborhood. It

will be necessary to develop strategies for proposing regulation changes that allow
these programs to develop and to press for change where appropriate.

10. Distance Learning

Distance learning is an effort that many of the participating countries will be
strongly involved in and concerned about. The opportunities to enhance distance
learning programs should receive specific attention.

11. Access to Governmental Information

Much of the information included in a program of global information exchange is
information under the control of national governments. The Consortium needs to
review efforts to promote this kind of agreement among governments and facilitate
these efforts wherever possible. In constructing these agreements, it is necessary
to review ways in which nations sharing information systems can collaborate on
mutually beneficial research programs.

B. Issues Currently under Consideration

1. The exchange of information about knowledge bases and the ways in which
communication with these knowledge bases may be most effectively developed.

2. The ways in which access protocols may be developed and adapted to permit
transparent access to a variety of knowledge bases under conditions of a known
and familiar operating system.

3. The ways in which technology can be used to surmount language access
difficulties present in multiple language systems and different graphical
representations.

4. The ways in which both cultural and economic exchange may be facilitated.



5. The efficient transmissicn of high resolution image information.

6. The development of data control models allowing the exchange and

manipulation of data sets to optimal configurations from a variety of original forms.

3. What Does the Pacific Neighborhood Consortium Plan to Achieve?

The PNC Third Meeting is going to be held in January, 1995, Bangkok, Thailand.

As many participating institutions of the PNC have started work on the

development of regional WWW serves, such as those in Hong Kong, Taiwan,

Singapore, Japan, Thailand, Australia, New Zealand, etc., that will allow us to

prepare multimedia presentations and make them available to each other for use in

regional networks. The focus of our third meeting will be placed on tutorial

presentations for three areas of development:

1. Developing and Coordinating a regional WWW server network for the Pacific

Rim, presented by David Wasley, University of California, Berkeley.

2. Developing a Distributed Electronic Museum of the Pacific Rim, presented by

Michael Greenhalgh, Australian National University, and

3. Developing a Coordinated Library System for the Pacific Rim universities and

colleges, presented by George Soete, University of California, San Diego.

Its panel sessions will be devoted to three major concerns:

1. What should the PNC do next?
2. What issues need to be addressed?
3. What has not been done that should be undertaken?

Since many of the participating countries have reasonably good internal networks,

the benefits of a WWW server network can be realized even though the actual

network lags behind, and the existing network serves to provide and update

information.

In closing let me take this opportunity to invite you to examine the first

Pacific Neighborhood server, located at the University of California, Berkeley Home

Page. It contains a list of major computer-readable databases in Pacific Rim

count(ies and a list of WWW servers currently accessible. The Internet URL is:

http://www-pnc.berkeley.edu

Let me also take this opportunity to invite you to the next PNC meeting to be held

in Bangkok, Thailand, January 18-20, 1995, at the Royal Orchid Sheraton Hotel. If

you have an interest in meeting librarians and curators who are interested in
information technology in the Asian Pacific area, you will probably find them at this

meeting. Thank you.
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JEAN CHARLOT: THE MAN, THE ARTIST

Nancy J. Morris

Aloha from the University of Hawai'i. My colleagues in the

Pacific Collection at Hamilton Library, University of Hawai'i, have

asked me to begin with a few words about the Pacific Collection and

current activities there. The Pacific Collection houses over

75,000 volumes of material on the Pacific islands. The collection

is particularly strong in Pacific ethnology, 19th century and

modern Pacific literature, linguistics, South Pacific Commission

and Pacific Manuscript Bureau documents, maps, and voyage

literature. Many of you have visited our library and we keep in

touch with others of you by mail. We give high priority to sharing

our resources with other Pacific Island libraries.

One of our collections of most interest to those in Micronesia

is the Trust Territory Archives. This record of 2,169 microfilm

reels documents the American period in Micronesia. The index to

these records is mounted as a file on the UHCARL system and can be

viewed by those who have a modem and can dial into the CARL system.

This past year we came to the end of a Title II-C federal grant

project that allowed us to digitize several thousand photographic

images from the Trust Territory Archives. At present, the images

can be viewed on a workstation located in the Pacific Collection.

Eventually we hope it'will be possible to transfer the images to

disk form so that this resource can be used by off-site patrons.

Up and running now also on UHCARL is a new computerized index
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of periodical literature related to Hawai'i and the Pacific, the

Hawai'i Pacific Journal Index. Such core journals as the Journal

of the Polynesian Society, Journal of Pacific History, Pacific

Islands Monthly, Contemporary Pacific, Pacific Studies, and Islands

Business are indexed by key word, from their first date of

publication. Dial-in users have full access to this index, the

only current on-line indexing tool completely devoted to periodical

literature of the Hawai'i and the Pacific.

Across the hall from the UH Pacific Collection at the

University of Hawai'i is the Jean Charlot Collection. This is a

major archive of art work and documents relating to the artist,

Jean Chariot. For those of you who may be in the business of

integrating an art collection into your own library, we in Hawai'i

can pass on a few works of advice learned the hard way. Libraries

and museums are not the same, and those librarians who want to take

on both functions must educate themselves in such matters as object

conservation, security systems, exhibition planning and design,

loan agreements, and insurance policies.

Jean Chariot (1898-1979), though an international figure, was

a man of the Pacific in the last three decades of his life. Born

in France, he worked in Mexico and the United States before moving

to Hawai'i in 1949. Chariot had always been attracted to the

ancient and indigenous cultures of the world. In Mexico, his

strongest work has to do with the native people of Mexico. When he

came to Hawai'i, he expanded his themes to include those related to

pre-contact Hawai'i. In 1963 he traveled to Fiji to execute murals

for a small Catholic chapel at Naisereiagi in the uplands of Viti



Levu. The mural is called The Black Christ and Worshipers and its

theme is the coming together of the native Fijian and the Indian

populations of. Fiji for worship in the Pacific way. Chariot's

Christ figure wears, not a loin cloth, but a length of tapa, and

all through the mural are the motifs of everyday Fijian life: oxen

of the canefields, breadfruit, banana. One of Chariot's models for

the mural was Petero Mataca, who was later to become Fiji's first

Melanesian bishop.

Some would say that Chariot was best known for his murals,

others would cite his paintings, his prints, his writings on

everything from the Mayas to Disney, but we librarians have a

special interest in his book illustrations. Chariot illustrated

27 books, about half of these for children. Chariot liked book

illustration work, especially for children, and never regarded this

as unworthy of this talents. His collaboration with a favorite

children's author, Margaret Wise Brown, was especially productive.

Chariot was, during the 1940s and 1950s the illustrator of choice

for Mexican and Latin American subjects. Today Mexican art is back

in vogue and some of his illustrated books, on both Mexican and

other themes, are being reprinted. The Bov Who Could Do Anything

is now available in reprint, as is a long-time children's favorite,

The Good Night Book. However, if, in your library collections, you

have any of Chariot's book illustrations in their original

editions, hold on to them. Most of Chariot's original

illustrations qualify as true lithographs. This is why:

Most book illustrations today are produced photographically,

and with today's technological advances, many of these images are
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very beautiful indeed. Chariot, however, disliked photographic

reproduction, preferring the immediacy that comes from the

participation of the artist in the reproduction process. To

achieve this, Chariot, who had an extraordinary color sense, worked

out each color menLally and created a series of one-color plates

which when overprinted on one another created the final image.

These, in printmaking terms, are called "progressives" and I've

brought along a set of color progressives used for a print called

"Lifting the Rebozo" to illustrate the process. Since the process

is little used today, surviving copies of books with illustrations

created through this technique are rare and valuable.

Because ofGuam's ties with Hispanic culture, those of you

from this island might be especially interested in one of Chariot's

best illustrated books, Helen Rank Parish's Our Lady of Guadalupe.

This was one of Chariot's own favorites among the books he

illustrated. Chariot's Catholicism was very much a part of his

life and work and he had a particular interest in the Guadalupe

story. The story as you know has to do with a Mexican peasant who

in 1531 saw a miraculous vision of the Virgin May who asked that a

church be built in Mexico City. No one believed Juan Diego until

another miracle occurred and in the presence of the bishop the

image of the Virgin appeared on Jean Diego's cloak. Chariot was

fascinated with the image of the Guadalupe Virgin and came back to

it often'in his writings and in his art. For the Helen Rand Parish

book Chariot produced an extraordinary set for drawings having a

mural-like quality and a three-dimensional effect deriving from

enlargement of figures on the outer edge of the drawings.
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Charlot's interest in the Virgin of Guadalupe looked ahead to our

time when the image is so often seen as a symbol of Mexican

nationalism. Cesar Chavez's agricultural workers marched with the

Guadalupe figure on their banners, and Chicano artists not

infrequently incorporate the image into the art that accompanied

their social message.

I close with an invitation for you to visit the Chariot

Collection on your next trip to Hawai'i. We have a master set of

over 1,000 Chariot's prints, copies of the books he illustrated,

and included in the Chariot archives, much that has to do with

Chariot's love for the islands of the Pacific.
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Consumer Health Information Resources

Irene Lovas
Network Coordinator

Pacific Southwest Regional Medical Library
University of California, Los Angeles

Louise Dariing Biomedical Library

Presentation:

This talk is about some of the materials available for laypeople on health topics.

For the most part, these are not the materials that health professionals (doctors and

nurses) would use to diagnose or treat patients. They are instead books, magazines,

and newsletters for those of us that don't know a whole lot about medicine. These

materials answer questions about health, nutrition, fitness, and illness.

First, a little background on how this type of information became available is

discussed. About twenty years ago, there was little or nothing material to explain

health issues in terms that most people could understand. If a doctor diagnosed a

condition, the only way that the patient would have a better understanding of the

condition or treatment was if the doctor explained to patient what was wrong and how it

would be treated. Let's say a person was diagnosed with high blood pressure and

prescribed a certain drug. Then the person became tired and/or thirsty and began to

think that something more serious was wrong. Afraid to ask the doctor, the patient just

worried more! Most doctors do not tell patients what to expect from drugs prescribed or

about the surgery that was to be done. Only if the patients knew a pharmacist or a

medical librarian would they be able to get more information.

In about 1976, as more people started questioning their doctors and wanted

more information about treatment options, possible side effects of drugs, and possible

second opinions about the doctors' diagnosis, a Patients' Bill of Rights was developed

in the United States which stated that the patient had a right to know from the doctor

what exactly was wrong and what to expect from the treatment . If the patient was not

satisfied with the diagnosis and treatment, a second opinion was an option.

So for the past twenty years, more and more books, magazines, and
newsletters have been written about various diseases and, more recently, about how to

stay healthy and how to prevent disease. Articles are written in popular magazines, like

Ladies Home Journal on diet, exercise, and up-to-date information based on research

on topics such as breast cancer, ulcers, diabetes, and high blood pressure to name a

few.



At first, this concept of information for laypeople was called patient education

because for the most part, the information was available in hospital clinic, doctors'

offices, and medical libraries in the hospitals. This was because the educational

process began when the person was already sick. Now, it is called consumer health

since the information is for everyone sick or well and is available in bookstores, public

and school libraries, not just the libraries in the hospitals.

The bibliography contains lists books, magazines and newsletters written for

laypeople. Books are a useful way to find background information on a particular

disease or about the treatments for certain diseases. Having some consumer health

books in the library can provide some knowledge about diseases or conditions.
Medical dictionaries are very helpful because they give shorter descriptions of

the disease and are easy to understand. An atlas of the human body also is useful to

have in the library. People can look at and see how the organs and systems of the

body actually look and work. A person having a hip replacement operation can see

how the hip looks. Books that explain the diagnosis, symptoms, procedures, and

medical tests are good choices for a library collection. Books on drugs should be

included in the consumer health section of the library. They give a description about

what to expect when taking certain prescription drugs. There also are books written

about drugs that are sold over-the-counter, those for which a prescription is not

needed. By having a book on drugs available, people can become aware of the

possible effects of taking certain medications or combinations of drugs. Recently, the

most popuiar books published are those about keeping well, eating right, and

exercising. They are written by doctors, nurses, and nutritionists and can help prevent

disease. The public is demanding that more and more of these books be available in

the library.

There are indexes on consumer health available. One is Coniumer Health

and Nutrition Index which provides information on articles written on all aspects of

consumer health. These articles are from a variety of sources, included the health

professional literature, popular magazines, and health magazines.

There is a list of consumer health magazines and newsletters in the bibliography

with the addresses of the publishers. At the end is a list of the publishers for the books

included in the bibliography.
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Consumer Health Information Resources

BOOKS

AGING

Birkel, Dee Ann Green. Forever fit : a step-by-step guide for older adults. Plenum. 1991.

0-306-43969-7. $18.95.
Fog ler, Janet. Improving your memory : a guide for older adults. Johns Hopkins University

Press. 1994.
Griffith, H. Winter. Complete guide to symptoms, illness & surgery for people over 50. Body

Press/Perigee. 1992. 0-399-51749-9. $18.95.

The johns Hopkins medical handbook : the 100 major medical disorders of people over the age

of 50 : plus a directory to the leading teaching hospitals, research organizations,

treatment centers, and support groups. Rebus. 1992. 0-929661-044. $36.95.

The Merck manual of geriatrics. Merck Sharp & Dohme. 1990. 0-911910-32-8. $20.00.

Solomon, David H. A Consumer's guide to aging. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1992.

0-8018-4301-4. $22.95.
Weiss, Robert J. and Genell J. Subak-Sharpe. The Columbia University School of Public Health

40+ guide to good health. Consumer Reports Books. 1993. 0-89043-541-3.

AIDS & SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

The AIDS challenge: prevention education for young people. Edited by Marcia Quackenbush

and Mary Nelson. Network Publications. 1988. 0-9418-1654-0.

Bartlett, John G. and Ann K. Finkbeiner. The Guide to living with HIV infection. Johns Hopkins

University Press. 1993. 0-8018-4664-1. $15.95.
Blake, Jeanne. Risky times: how to beA1DS-free and stay healthy; a guide for teenagers.

Workman. 1990. 0-8994-06564.
Callaway, C. Wayne. Surviving with AIDS : a comprehensive program of nutitional co-therapy.

Little, Brown. 1991. 0-316-12467-2. $14.95.
Eidson, Ted. The AIDS caregiver's handbook. Rev. ed. St. Martin's. 1993. 0-312-08129-4.

$14.95.
Huber, Jeffrey T. Dictionary of AIDS-related terminology. Neal-Schuman. 1992.

1-55570-117-5. $39.95.
Joseph, Stephen C. Dragon within the gates : the once and future AIDS epidemic. Carroll &

Graf. 1992. 0-88184-905-7. $21.00.
Kubler-Ross, Elisabeth. AIDS : the ultimate challenge. Maxwell Macmillan International. 1993.

0020891431. $10.00.
Maderas, Lynda. Lynda Madares talks to teens about AIDS: an essential guide for parents,

teachers, and young people. Newmarket Press. 1988. 1-5570-40109.

Martelli, Leonard J. When someone you know has AIDS : a practical guide. Random House.

1993. 0-517-88039-3. $16.00.
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AIDS, continued:

Quackenbush, Marcia. Does AIDS hurt? educating young children about AIDS. Network

Publications. 1988.
Shiits, Randy. And the band played on : politics, people and the AIDS epidemic. St. Martin's

Press. 1987. 0-312-00994-1. $24.95.
Siano, Nick with Suzanne Lipsett. No time to wait : a complete guide to treating, managing, and

living with HIV infection. Bantam Books. 1993. 0-553-37176-2. $12.95.
Whitmore, George. Someone was here: profiles of the AIDS epidemic. New American Library

(NAL). 1988. 0-4530-06019

ALLERGIES

Boggs, Peter B. Sneezing your head off? How to live with your allergic nose. Simon &
Schuster. 1992. 0-671-76115-3. $10.00.

Brostoff. Complete guide to food allergy and intolerance. Random House. 1989.

0-517-57756-9. $13.00.
Rapp. Is this your child? William Morrow. 1991. 0-688-11907-7. $12.00

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

Alternative medicine : the definitive guide. Future Medicine. 1994. 0-9636334-3-0. $59.95.
Goleman, Daniel and Joel Gurin, eds. Mind/body medicine : how to use your mind for better

health. Consumer Reports Books. 1993. 0-89043-580-4. $24.95.
Kabat-Zinn, Jon. Full catastrophe living : using the wisdom of 'four body and mind to face

stress, pain, and illness. Delacorte Press. 1990. 0-385-29897-8. $19.95.
Kastner, Mark A. and Hugh Burroughs. Alternative healing : the complete A-Z guide to over 160

different alternative therapies. Halcyon. 1993. 0-9635997-1-2. $18.70.

Moyers, Bill D. Healing and the mind. Doubleday. 1993. 0-385-46870-9. $25.00.
Zwicky, John F. Reader's guide to alternative health methods. American Medical Association.

1993. 0-89970-525-1.

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

Aronson, Miriam K., ed. and Alzheimer's Disease & Related Disorders Association Staff.
Understanding Alzheimer's disease : what it is, how to cope with it, future directions.
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1988. 0-684-18475-3. $15.95.

Cohen, Donna. The loss of self: a family resource for the care of Alzheimer's disease and

related disorders. Norton. 1986.
Gruekzner. Alzheimer's: a caregiver's guide and sourcebook. John Wiley & Sons. 1992.

0-471-56884-8. $14.95.
Gwyther, Lisa P. Care of Alzheimer's patients : a manual for nursing home staff. American

Health Care Association and Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association.

1985.
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ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE, continued:

Mace, Nancy L. and Peter V. Rabins. The 36-hour day : a family guide to caring for persons with

Alzheimer's disease, related dementing illnesses, and memory loss in later life. Johns

Hopkins University Press. 1991. 0801840341. $35.00.

Powell. Alzheimer's disease. Addison-Wesley. 1993. 0-201-63201-2. $12.95.

ARTHRITIS

Fries, James F. Arthritis : a comprehensive guide to understanding your arthritis. 3rd ed.

Addison-Wesley. 1990. 0-201-52402-3. $10.q5.

Gordon. Arthritis: your complete exercise guide. Human Kinetics Publishers. 1993.

0-87322-392-6. $11.95.
Pisetsky, Davis S. The Duke University Medical Center book of arthritis. Fawcett Columbine.

1992. 0-449-90254-4. $22.00.
Shlotzhauer, Tammi L. Living with rheumatoid arthritis. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1993.

0-8018-4562-9. $21.00.
Sobel, Dava. Arthritis : what exercises work. St. Martin's. 1993. 0-312-09743-3. $19.95.

ATLASES

AgurkM.R. Grant's atlas of anatomy. 9th ed. Williams and Wilkins. 1991.

Netter, Frank H. Atlas of human anatomy. CIBA-Geigy. 1989. 0-914168-5. $45.00.

Parker, Steve. The Body atlas. Dorling Kindersley. 1993. 1-56458-224-8. $21.95.

BACK PAIN

Hochschuler, Stephen. Back in shape : a back owner's manual. Houghton Mifflin. 1991.

0-395-56272-4. $12.70.
Mcllwain, Harris H. Winning with back pain. J. Wiley. 1994. 0-471-30328-3. $12.95.

McKenzie. Treat your own back. Orthopedic Physical Therapy Products. 1993. 0-9557746-6.

$11.95.
YMCA of the USA with Patricia Summann. YMCA healthy back book. Human Kinetics. 1994.

0-87322-629-1. $10.95.

CANCER

Altman, Roberta and Michael Sarg. The Cancer dictionary. Facts on File. 1992. 0-8160-2608-4.

$40.00.
Blitzer, Andrew, ed. Communicating with cancer patients and their families. Charles Press.

1990. 0-914783-33-5. $19.95.

Cooper, Geoffrey M. The Cancer book : a guide to understanding the causes, prevention, and

treatment of cancer. Jones & Bartlett. 1993. 0-86720-770-1. $16.50.
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CANCER, continued:

Cukier, Daniel. Coping with radiation therapy : a ray of hope. Comtemporary Books. 1993.
1-56565-000-X. $23.95.

Dodd, Marilyn. Managing the side effects of chemotherapy and radiation. Prentice-Hall. 1991.

0-13-547480-9. $7.95.
Gomel la. Recovering from prostate cancer. Harper Collins. 1992. 0-06-104243-9. $8.99.
Kauffman, Danette G. Surviving cancer : a practical guide for those fighting to win! 2nd ed.

Acropolis Books. 1989. 0-874919134. $8.95.
Lang, Susan S. You don't have to suffer : a complete guide to relieving cancer pain for patients

and their families. Oxford University Press. 1994. 0-19-508418-7. $25.00.
La Tour, Kathy. The Breast cancer companion : from diagnosis, through treatment, to recovery :

everything you need to know for every step along the way. Morrow. 1993.
0-688-11931-X. $22.00.

McAllister, Robert M. Cancer. Basic Books. 1993. 0-465-00845-3. $22.00.
McKay, Judith and Nancee Hirano. The Chemotherapy survival guide. New Harbinger. 1993.

1-879237-57-1. $11.95.
Morra, Marion and Eve Potts. Choices : realistic alternatives in cancer treatment. Avon Books.

1987. 0-380-75308-1. $12.00.
Rosenblum, Daniel. A time to hear, a time to help: listening to people with cancer. Maxwell

Macmillan International. 1993. 0-02937-1053.
Steeves, Richard. A Cancer patient's guide to radiation therapy. Medical Physics. 1992.

0-944938-26-X. $9.00.

CHILDHOOD DISABILITIES

Geralis. Children with cerebral palsy. Woodbine. 1991. 0-933149-15-8. $14.95
Haerle. Children with tourette syndrome: a parent's guide. Woodbine House. 1992.

0-933149-44-1. $14.95.
Huston. Understanding dyslexia. Madison Books. 1992. 0-8191-8249-4. $17.95.
Rosner. Helping children overcome learning difficulties. 3d. ed. Walker & Co. 1993.

0-8027-7395-8. $18.95.

CHILDREN'S HEALTH

Mitchell. Pill book guide to children's medications. Bantam. 1990. 0-553-28770-2. $4.95.
Newton. New school health handbook. Prentice Hall. 1989. 0-13-615923-0. $34.95.
Pantell. Taking care of your child. Addison-Wesley. 1993. 0-201-63293-4. $17.95
Scmitt. Your child's health: pediatric guide for parents. Bantam. 1991. 0-553-35339-x. $16.95

CHRONIC ILLNESS

Hendler, Nelson. How to ccpe with chronic pain. Rev. ed. Cool Hand Communications.
1993. 1-56790-430-7. $9.95.
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CHRONIC ILLNESS, continued:

Horowitz, Mark and Marietta A. Brill. Living with lupus : a comprehensive guide to

understanding and controlling lupus while getting on with your life. Plume. 1994.

0-452-27056-1. $9.95.
National Research Council. Diet and health: implications for reducift chronic disease risk.

National Academy Press. 1989.

DEATH/GR1EF

Akner, Lois F. How to survive the loss of a parent : a guide for adults. Morrow. 1993.

0-688-12023-7. $20.00.
Anderson, Patricia. Affairs in order : a complete resource guide to wills & other financial-legal

plans - terminal care & counseling; bioethics; funeral & disposition options; notification

& documents; executor-survivor aid; bereavement help & more. Macmillan. 1991.

0-02-501991-0. $21.95.
Beresford, Larry. The Hospice handbook : a complete guide. Little, Brown. 1993.

0-316-09138-3. $12.95.
Ericsson, Stephanie. Companion through the darkness : inner dialogues on grief.

Harper Perennial. 1993. 0-06-096974-1. $12.00.
Flynn, Eileen. Your living will : why, when, and how to write one. Citadel. 1992.

0-8065-1294-6. $7.95.
Kubler-Ross, Elisabeth. Working it through. Macmillan. 1992. 0-02-567160-X. $15.95.

Menten, Theodore. Gentle closings : how to say goodbye to someone you love. Running Press.

1991. 1-56138-004-0. $12.95.

DENTAL HEALTH

Klatell, Jack. The Mount Sinai Medical Center family guide to dental health. Macmillan. 1991.

0-02-563675-8. $24.95.

DIABETES

Algert, Susan. The UCSD healthy diet for diabetics : a comprehensive nutritional guide and

cookbook. Houghton Mifflin. 1990. 0-395-49477-X. $22.95.

Brisco, Paula. Diabetes : questions you have...answers you need. People's Medical Society.

1993. 1-882606-02-7. $9.95.
Gordon. Diabetes: your complete exercise guide. Human Kinetics Publishers. 1993.

0-87322-427-2. $11.95.
Guthrie, Diana W. The Diabetes sourcebook : today's methods and ways to give yourself the

best care. Lowell House. 1992. 0-929923-79-0. $18.95.
Juliano, Joseph. The Diabetic's innovative cookbook : a positive approach to living with

diabetes. Henry Holt. 1994. 0-8050-2518-9. $25.00.
Learning to live well with diabetes. Rev. ed. DCI Publishing. 1991. 0-937721-79-4. $24.95.
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DIABETTI, continued:

Lowe, Ernest and Gary Arsham. Diabetes : a guide to living well : a program of individualized
self-care. 2nd ed. Chronimed. 1-56561.009-1. $12.95.

Raymond, Michael W. The Human side of diabetes : beyond doctors, diets, and drugs. Noble.

1991. 1-879360-09-8. $13.95.

DIAGNOSIS & SYMPTOM GUIDES

Feinstein, Alice, ed. Symptoms : their causes and cures - how to understand and treat 265
health concerns. Rodale. 1994. 0-87596-179-7. $29.95.

Griffith, H. Winter. Complete guide to medical tests. Fisher Books. 1988. 1-55561-011-0.

$19.94.
Griffith, H. Winter. Complete guide to symptoms, illness & surgery. Rev. ed. The Body Press.

1989. 0-89586-798-2. $14.95.
Griffith, H. Winter. Instructions for patients. 5th ed. Saunders. 1994. 0721649300.

0-7216-4930-0. $48.75.
Larson, David E., ed. Mayo Clinic family health book. Morrow. 1990. 0-688-07819-2. $37.95.
The Merck manual of diagnosis and therapy. Merck Research. 1992. 0911910-16-6. $25.00.

Physicians' guide to rare diseases. Dowden. 1992. 0-9628716-0-5. $90.00.
Professional guide to diseases. 4th ed. Springhouse. 1992. 0-87434-388-7. $32.95.
Shtasel, Philip. Medical tests and diagnostic procedures: a patient's guide to just what the

doctor ordered. Harper & Row. 1990.
Winter, Arthur. Consumer's guide to free medical information by phone and by mail. Prentice

Hall. 1993.

DICTIONARIES

Campbell, Robert J. Psychiatric dictionary. 6th ed. Oxford University Press. 1989.
0-19-505293-5. $55.00.

Dorland's illustrated medical dictionary. 27th ed. Saunders. 1988. 0-7216-3154-1. $38.95.
Glanze, Walter D., ed. Mosby medical encyclopedia, rev. ed. Plume. 1992. 0-452-26672-6.

$18.00.
Miller, Benjamin Frank. Encyclopedia and dictionary of medicine, nursing, and allied health.

5th ed. Saunders. 1992.
Mosby's medical, nursing, and allied health dictionary. 4th ed. Mosby-Year Book. 1994.

C-8016-7225-2. $29.95.
Stedman, Thomas Lathrop. Stedman's medical dictionary. 25th ed. Williams and Wilkins.

1990.
Taber's cyclopedic medical dictionary. 17th ed. F.A. Davis. 1993.

DIET & NUTRITION

Complete book of vitamins and minerals for health. Rodale Press. 1988.



DIET & NUTRITION, continued:

Gershoff, Stanley N. The Tufts University guide to total nutrition. Harper & Row. 1991.

006-015918-9. $12.95.
Herbert, Victor and Genell Subak-Sharpe, eds. The Mount Sinai School of Medicine complete

book of nutrition. St. Martin's. 1990. 0-312-05129-8. $35.00.

Mayer, Jean. Dr. Jean Mayer's diet and nutrition guide. St. Martin's. 1990. 0-88687-568-4.

$19.95.
Williams, Sue Rodwell. Nutrition and diet therapy. Mosby. 1993. 0-80166-5655.

DIGESTIVE DISORDERS

Homan, William P. The Hernia book : sound advice on symptoms and treatment. Consumer

Reports Books. 1993. 0-89043-539-1. $19.95.
Janowitz, Henry. Indigestion : living better with upper intestinal problems from heartburn to

ulcers and gallstones. Oxford University Press. 1992. 0-19-506368-2. $18.00.

Mullen, Barbara Dorr and Kerry Anne McGinn. The Ostomy book : living comfortably with

colostomies, ileostomies, and urostomies. Publishers Group. 1992. 0-923521-12-7.

$14.95.
Peikin, Steven R. Gastrointestinal health : a self-help nutritional program to prevent, cure, or

alleviate irritable bowel syndrome, ulcers, heartburn, gas, constipation, and many

other digestive disorders. HarperCollins. 1991. 0-06-016497-2. $19.95.

Thompson, W. Grant. The Angry gut : coping with colitis and Crohn's disease. Plenum. 1 993 .

0-306-44470-4. $25.00.

DRUGS

Griffith, H. Winter. Completeguide to prescription and non-prescription drugs. Body

Press/Perigee. 1994. 0399518355. $15.95.

Handbook of non-prescription drugs. 10th ed. American Pharmaceutical Association. 1993.

0-917330-63-3. $109.00.
Long, James W. and James J. Rybacki. The Essential guide to prescription drugs. 12th ed.

HarperPerennial. 1994. 0-06-271574-7. $35.00.

Margolis, Simeon, ed. The Johns Hopkins handbook of drugs : specially edited and organized by

disease for people over 50. Medletter Associates. 1993. 0-929661-07-9. $39.45.

Medication teaching aids. Springhouse. 1994. 0-87434-512-X. $28.00.

Medication teaching manual a guide for patient counseling. 5th ed. American Society of

Hospital Pharmacists. 1991. 1-879907-09-7.$56.00.

The PDR family guide to prescription drugs. Medical Economics. 1993.

United States Pharmacopeial Convention. USPDI. Volume II. Advice for the patient : drug

information in lay language. USPC. Annual. 0740-6916.

Winter, Ruth. A consumer's dictionary of medicines : prescription, over-the-counter, and

herbal, plus medical definitions. Crown. 1993.
Yudofsky, Stuart, Robert E. Hale, and Tom Ferguson. What you need to know about psychiatric

drugs. Ballantine. 1992. 0-345-37334-0. $14.00.
Zimmerman, David R. Zimmerman's complete guide to nonprescription drugs. 2nd ed. Visible

Ink Press. 1993. 0-8103-9421-9. $19.95.
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EYE CARE

Eden, John. The Physician's guide to cataracts, glaucoma and other eye problems. Consumer
Reports Books. 1992. 0-89043-425-5. $18.95.

FIRST AID

The American Red Cross first aid and safety handbook. Little, Brown. 1992. 0-316-73645-7.
$29.95

FITNESS/WELLNESS

American College of Sports Medicine. ACSM fitness book. Leisure Press. 1992. 0-88011-460-6.

$11.95.
Bailey, Covert. The New fit or fat. Rev. ed. Houghton Mifflin. 1991. 0-395-58564-3. $7,70.
Benson, Herbert and Eileen M. Stuart. The Wellness book : the comprehensive guide to

maintaining health and treating stress-related illness. Birch Lane Press. 1992.

1-55972-092-1. $24.95.
The Good health fact book : a complete question and answer guide to getting healthy and

staying healthy. Reader's Digest. 1992. 0-89577-416-X. $27.00.
Katch, Frank I. and William D. McArdle. :ntroduction to nutrition, exercise and health. 4th ed.

Lea & Febiger. 1992. 0-8121-1555-4. $35.00.
Lansbury, Angela. Angela Lansbury's positive moves: my personal plan for fitness and well-

being. Delacorte Press. 1990.
Sharkey, Brain J. New dimensions in aerobic fitness. Human Kinetics Books. 1991.
University of California, Berkeley Wellness Letter. The Wellness encyclopedia : the

comprehensive family resource for safeguarding L :alth and preventing illness.
Houghton Mifflin. 0-395-53363-5. $24.95.

HEARING LOSS

Rezen, Susan V. and Carl Hausman. Coping with hearing loss : a guide for adults and their
families. Barricade Books. 1993. 0-942637-83-6. $17.95.

Thomsett, Kay. Missing words : the family handbook on adult hearing loss. Gallaudet University
Press. 1993. 1-56368-023-8. $21.95.

Vernick, David M. and Constance Grzelka. The Hearing loss handbook. Consumer Reports

Books. 1993. 0-89043-576-6. $23.95.

HEART DISEASE

Alpert, Joseph S. The Heart attack handbook : a commonsense guide to prevention, treatment,
recovery, and staying well. Consumer Reports. 1993. 0-89043-635-5. $12.95.

DeBakey. Living heart disease diet: brand name shopper's guide. Mastermedia. 1992.
0-942361-43-1. $14.95.

Gordon, Neil. The Cooper Clinic cardiac rehabilitation program. Simon and Schuster. 1990.

0-671-68260-1. $19.95.
Sotile, Wayne M. Heart illness and intimacy : how caring relationships aid recovery. Johns

Hopkins University Press. 1992. 0-8018-4290-5. $19.95.
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HEART DISEASE, continued:

Winston, Mary and Ruthe Eshleman, eds. The American Heart Association cookbook. 5th ed.

American Heart Association. 1991. 0-8129-2282-4. $14.00.

Zaret, Barry L., Marvin Moser, and Lawrence S. Cohen, eds. Yale University School of Medicine

heart book. Morrow. 1992. 0-688-09719-7. $30.00.

KIDNEY/URINARY DISORDERS

Ahlstrom, Timothy. The Kidney patient's book. Great Issues Press. 1991. 0-9629078-7-1.

$24.95.
Ober ley, Edith. Understanding your new life with dialysis. 4th ed. Thomas. 1992.

0-398-057745-5.

MEN'S HEALTH

Morganstern, Steven and Allen Abrahams. The Prostate sourcebook : everything you need to

know. Contemporary Books. 1994. 1565651170.

Rous, Stephen N. The Prostate book : sound advice on symptoirs and treatment. Updated ed.

W.W. Norton. 1992. 0-393-03387-2. $22.95.

Spark, Richard F. Male sexual health : a couple's guide. Consumer Reports. 1991.

0-89043-319-4. $19.95.
Weisse, Allen B. The Man's guide to good health. Consumer Reports. 1991. 0-89043-303-8.

$25.95.

MENTAL HEALTH AND ILLNESS

Andreasen, Nancy C. The Broken brain : the biological revolution in psychiatry. Harper and

Row. 0-06-015281-8. $16.95.
Benson, Herbert. Beyond the relaxation response. Times Books. 1984. 0-8129-1107-5.

$12.50.
Benson, Herbert. The Relaxation response. Avon. 1975. 0-380-00676-6. $5.99.

Borysenko, Joan. Minding the body, mending the mind. Bantam Books. 1988. 0-553-34556-7.

$11.95.
Bruno, Frank Joe. Psychological symptoms. John Wiley. 1993. 0-471-01610-1. $16.95.

The Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons complete home guide to mental

health. Henry Holt. 1992. 0-8050-0724-5. $35.00.

Esser, Aristide H. and Sylvia D. Lacey. Mental illness : a homecare guide. John Wiley. 1989.

0-471-61157-3. $12.95.
Goldberg, Ivan K. Questions and answers about depression and its treatment : a consultation

with a leading psychiatrist. Charles Press. 1993. 0-914783-68-8. $17.36.

Gorman, Jack M. The Essential guide to psychiatric drugs. St. Martin's. 1990. 0-312-06967-7.

$14.95.
Greist, John H and James W. lefferson. Depression and its treatment. Rev. ed. American

Psychiatric Press. 1992. 0-88048-527-2. $17.95.



MENTAL HEALTH & ILLNESS, continued

1-ipston, Leonard L. Mending minds : a guide to the new psychiatry of depression, anxiety, and
other serious mental disorders. W. H. Freeman. 1992. 0-7167-2167-8. $13.95.

Torrey, E. Fuller. Surviving schizophrenia : a family manual. Rev. ed. Perennial Library. 1988.

0-06-096249-6. $13.00.
Williams, Redford and Virginia Williams. Anger kills : seventeen strategies for controlling the

hostility that can harm your health. Times Books. 1993. 09-8129-1981-5.

Woolis, Rebecca. When someone you love has a mental illness : a handbook for family, friends,
and caregivers. J.P. Tarcher/Perigee. 1992. 0-87477-695-3. $11.95.

NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS

Atwood, Glenna W. Living well with Parkinson's. Wiley. 1991. 0-471-52539-1. $10.05.
Carroll, David L. and John Dudley Dorrnan. Living well with MS : a guide for patient, caregiver,

and family. HafperPerennial. 1993. 0-06-096980-6. $12.00.
Duvoisin, Roger. Parkinson's disease. 3rd ed. Raven. 1991. 0-88167-7-29-9. $15.95.

Mc Goon, Dwight. The Parkinson's handbook. Norton. 1990. 0-393-02880-1. $18.95.
Richard, Adrienne. Epilepsy : a new approach. Prentice-Hall. 1990. 0-13-551847-4. $17.45.

PARENTING

Dinkmeyer. Parenting teenagers. revised edition. Random House. 1990. 0-679-73230-6.
$12.00.

Dinkmeyer. Parenting young children. Random House. 1989. 0-679-73220-9. $12.00.

Franck. Parents' desk reference. Prentice-Hall. 1991. 0-13-650003-x. $18.00.
Shelov. Caring for your baby and child. Bantam. 1991. 0-553-37184-3. $10.95.

PATIENTS RIGHTS

Annas, George J. The Rights of patients : the basic ACLU guide to patient rights. 2nd ed. 1992.
Robertson, John A. The rights of the critically ill: the basic ACLU guide to the rights of the

critically ill and dying patients. Bantam. 1983.

PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH

Bing, Elizabeth. Elizabeth Bing's guide to moving through pregnancy. Farrar Straus and Giroux.

1991. 0-374-52297-9. $12.00.
Caplan. First twelve months of life. Putnam Publishing Group. 1983. 0-553-24233-4. $5.99.

Eisenberg. What to expect when you're expecting. Workman. 1991. 0-89480-829-X. $10.95.

Nilsson, Lennart. A child is born (revised). Bantam. 1991. 0-385-30799-3. $17.95.



RESPIRATORY DISORDERS

Gershwin, M. Eric and E. L. Klingelhofer. Asthma : stop suffering, start living. 2nd ed.

Addison-Wesley. 1992. 0201608472. $11.95.

Haas, Francois. The Chronic bronchitis and emphysema handbook. Wiley. 1990.

0-471-62263-X. $12.95.
Ryan, Frank. The Forgotten plague : how the battle against tuberculosis was won - and lost.

Little, Brown. 1992. 0-316-76380-2. $24.95.
Subak-Sharpe, Genell J. Breathing easy : a handbook for asthmatics. Doubleday. 1988.

0385234406. $15.95.
Weinstein, Allan. Asthma : the complete guide to self-management of asthma and allergies for

patients and their families. McGraw-Hill. 1987. 0-07-069058-8. $17.95.

SEX

Carrera, Michael A. The Language of sex : an A to Z guide. Facts on File. 1991.

0-8160-2397-2. $22.95.
Complete guide to safer sex. Edited by Ted Mcllvenna. Barricade Books. 1992.

Kroll, Ken and Erica Levy Klein. Enabling romance : a guide to love, sex, and relationships for

the disabled (and the people who care about them). Harmony Books. 1992.

0-517-57532-9. $28.00.
Sandowski, Carol L. Sexual concerns when illness or disability strikes. Charles C. Thomas.

1989. 0-398-05612-9. $51.50.

SKIN DISORDERS

Kenet, Barney and Patricia Lawler. Saving your skin : early detection, treatment and prevention

of melanoma and other skin cancers. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1994. 1-56858-009-6.

$14.95.
Siegel, Mary-Ellen. Safe in the sun. Walker. 1990. 0-8-27-11006.

SMOKING

Ferguson. No-nag, no-guilt, do-it-your-own-way guide to quit smoking. Ballantine. 1987.

0-345-35578-4. $5.99.
Wetherall. Quit: read this book and stop smoking. Running Press. 1988. 0-89471-672-7.

$3.95.

SPINAL CORD INJURIES

Maddox, Sam. Spinal Network. Spinal Network (P.O. Box 4162, Boulder, CO 80306). 1993.

0-943489-03-2. $37.95.
Phillips, Lynn. Spinal cord injury : a guide for patient and family. Raven Press. 1987.

0-88167-274-2. $41.00.
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STROKE

American Heart Association. Family guide to stroke : treatment, recovery, prevention. Times

Books. 1904. 0-8129-2011-2. $23.00.
Ancowitz, Arthur. The Stroke book : one-on-one advice about stroke prevention, management,

and rehabilitation. W. Morrow & Co. 1993. 0-688-09055-9. $23.00.
Gordon. Stroke: your complete exercise guide. Human Kinetics Press. 1993. 0-87322-428-0.

$11.95.
Josephs, Arthur. The Invaluable guide to life after stroke : an owner's manual. Amadeus Press.

1992. 0-9631493-9-3. $25.75.
Shimberg. Strokes: what families should know. Ballantine. 1990. 0-345-36209-8. $4.95.
Weiner, Florence. The Howard A. Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine recovering at home

after a stroke : a practical guide for you and your family. Putnam. 1994.
0-399-51843-6. $11.00.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Alcoholics Anonymous. 3rd ed. Alcoholics Anonymous World Services. 1976. 0-916856-00-3.

$7.50.
Cocores, James. 800-COCA1NE book of drug and alcohol recovery. Simon & Schuster. 1991.

0-671-74486-0. $10.00.
The Dual disorders recovery book : a twelve step program for those of us with addiction and

emotional or psychiatric illness. Hazelden. 1993. 0-89486-849-7.
Ellis, Albert and Emmett Velten. When AA doesn't work for you : rational steps to quitting

alcohol. Barricade Books. 1992. 0-942637-53-4. $14.95.
Johnson, Vernon. quit tomorrow. Rev. ed. Harper and Row. 1990. $8.95.
Kinney, Jean. Loosening the grip : a handbook of alcohol information. 4th ed. Mosby Year

Book. 1991. 0-8016-2769-9. $29.95.
Narcotics Anonymous. 5th ed. World Service Office. 1988. 0-1-912075-02-3. $8.25.
Mooney, Al, Arlene Eisenberg, and Howard Eisenberg. The Recovery book. Workman. 1992.

1-56305-084-6. $13.95.
Rogers, Ronald. Relapse traps : how to avoid the twelve most common pitfalls in recovery.

Bantam Books. 1992. 0-553-35479-5. $9.50.
Trimpey, Jack. The Small book : a revolutionary alternative for overcoming alcohol and drug

dependence. Delacorte Press. 1992. 0-385-30558-3. $18.95.
Twelve steps and twelve traditions. Alcoholics Anonymous World Services. 1981.

0-916856-01-1. $6.75.
Weil, Andrew and Windred Rosen. From chocolate to morphine : everything you need to know

about mind-altering drugs. Rev. ed. Houghton Mifflin. 1993. 0-395-66079-3. $13.95.

SURGERY

Inlander, Charles B. and the staff of the People's Medical Society. Good operations-bad
operations : People's Medical Society's guide to surgery. Viking. 1992. 0-67083778-4.

$27.50.
Munster, Andrew W. Severe burns. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1993. 0-8018-4653-6.

$24.95.



SURGERY, continued:

Surgery : a complete guide for patients and their families. Harper and Collins. 1989.

0-00-217905-9. $24.95.
Wilson, Jos leen. The American Society of Plactic and Reconstructive Surgeons' guide to

cosmetic surgery. Simon & Schuster. 1992. 0-671-76105-6. $25.00.

Youngson, Robert and the Diagram Group. The Surgery book : an illustrated guide to 73 of the

most common operations. St. Mirtin's. 1993. 0-312-09398-5. $27.95.

THYROID

Rosenthal, M. Sara. Thyroid sourcebook : everything you need to know. Lowell House. 1993.

1-56565-087-5. $23.95.
Surks, Martin I. The Thyroid book. Consumer Reports Books. 1993. 0-89043-584-7. $24.95.

VETERANS

Berko, Robert L. Complete guide to federal and state benefits for veterans, their families and

survivors. 11th ed. Consumer Education Research Center. 1989. 0-934873-12-7.

Egendorf, Arthur. Healing from the war : trauma and transformation after Vietnam. Houghton

Mifflin. 1985. 0-395-37701-3. $15.95.

Flannery, Raymond. Post-traumatic stress disorder : the victim's guide to healing and recovery.

Crossroad. 1992. 0-8245-1194-8. $24.95.
Kuenning, Delores. Life after Vietnam : how veterans and their loved ones can heal the

psycho ogical wounds of war. Paragon House. 1990. 1-55778-231-8. $22.95.

Mason, Patienc. H. Recovering from the war : a woman's guide to helping your Vietnam vet,

your family, and yourself. Penguin. 1990. 0-14-009912-3. $9.95.

Matsakis, Aphrodite. I can't get over it : a handbook for trauma survivors. New Harbinger.

1992. 1-879237-25-3. $12.95.

WOME'N'S HEALTH

The AMA women : how to understand your symptoms. Random House. 1986. 0-394-74045-9.

$9.95.
Bailey, Covert and Lea Bishop. The Fit or fat woman. Houghton Mifflin. 1989. 0-395-50123-7.

$14.45.
Berger, Karen and John Bostwick. A Woman's decision : breast care, treatment, and

reconstruction. 2nd ed. Quality Medical. 1994. 0-942219-04-X. $22.50.

The Boston Women's Health Book Collective. The New our bodies, ourselves : a book by and

for women. Touchstone. 1992. 0-671-79176-1. $20.00.

Corea, Gena. The Invisible epidemic : the story of women and AIDS. Harper Collins. 1992.

0-06-016648-7. $21.00.
Diethrich, Edward B. and Carol Cohan. Women and heart disease : what you can do to stop the

number-one killer of American women. Times Bocks. 1992. 0-8129-1974-2. $22.00.

Doress-Worters, Paula and Diana Laskin Siegel. Ourselves, growing older. Rev. ed. Touchstone.

1994. 0-671-87297-4. $18.00.
Greer, Germaine. The Change : women, aging, and the menopause. Knopf. 1992.

0-394-58269-1. $25.00.
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WOMEN'S HEALTH, continued:

Kahn, Ada P. and Hold, Linda Hug ley. The A-Z of women's sexuality. Facts on File. 1990.

0-8160-1996-7. $24.95.
Legato, Marianne). The Female heart : the truth about women and coronary artery disease.

Prentice-Hall. 1991. 0-13-321811-2. $21.00.
Lerner, Harriet G. The Dance of deception : pretending and truth- telling in women's lives.

Harper Collins. 1993. 0-06-016816-1. $22.00.
Lerner, Harriet G. The Dance of intimacy : a woman's guide to courageous acts of change in

key relationships. Perennial Library. 1990. 0-06-091646-X. $12.48.

Love, Susan M. Dr. Susan Love's breast book. Addison-Wesley. 1991. 0201570971. $16.00.
McGinn, Kerry A. and Pamela J. Haylock. Women's cancers : how to prevent them, how to treat

them, how to beat them. Hunter House. 1993. 0-89793-102-5. $14.95.
McGrath, Ellen. When feeling bad is good : an innovative self-help program for women to

convert healthy depression into new sources of growth & power. Henry Holt. 1992.
0-8050-1474-8. $22.50.

Notelovitz, Morris and Diana Tonnessen. Menopause and midlife health. St. Martin's. 1993.
0-312-09337-3. $25.95.

Pashkow, Fredric J. The Woman's heart book : the complete guide to keeping your heart health
and what to do if things go wrong. Dutton. 1993. 0-525-93611-4. $22.00.

Perry, Susan. Natural menopause : the complete guide to a woman's most misunderstood
passage. Addison-Wesley. 1992. 020162477x. $10.95.

Sheehy, Gail. The Silent passage : menopause. Random House. 1992. 0-679-41388-X. $16.00.
Wadler, Joyce. My breast : one woman's cancer story. Addison-Wesley. 1992. 0-201-63283-7.

$15.00.



MAGAZINES AND NEW ETTERS

Consumer health and nutrition index.

Oryx Press
4041 North Central Avenue
Suite 700
Phoenix, AZ 85012-3397
Quarterly. $89.50.

Consumer Reports on health.
Consumer Reports
Subscription Department
P.O. Box 52148
Boulder, CO 80322
Monthly. $24.00

Diabetes forecast.
American Diabetes Association
1660 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Monthly. $24.00.

Edell health letter.
Hippocrates, Inc.
475 Gate Five Road, Suite 100

Sausalito, CA 94965
Bimonthly. $24.00

FDA Consumer.
U.S. Food and Drug Adminstration
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
Monthly. $12.00

Food and nutrition news.
National Live Stock an Meat Board

444 North Michigan
Chicago, IL 60611
5 times/year. Free

Harvard health letter.
P.O. Box 420300
Palm Coast, FL 32142-0300
Monthly. $24.00.
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Harvard heart letter.
Harvard Medical School Publication

Group
164 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
Monthly. $30.00.

The Harvard mental health letter.
Harvard Medical School
Department of Continuing Education
P.O. Box 2085
Knoxville, IA 50197-2085
Monthly. $48.00

Health : the magazine for total well-being.
H ippocrates, Inc.
475 Gate Five Road, Suite 225
Sausalito, CA 94965
B iMonthly. $18.00

Health letter.
The Public Citizen Health Research

Group
2000 P Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Monthly. $18.00

Health tips.
California Medical Association
221 Main Street
P.O. Box 7690
San Francisco, CA 94120
Monthly. Free

The Johns Hopkins medical letter : health

after fifty.
P.O. Box 259179
Palm Coast, FL 32035
Monthly. $24.00.

Mayo Clinic health letter.
Mayo Clinic
200 First Street, SW
Rochester, MN 55905
Monthly. $24.00



People's Medical Society newsletter.
People's Medical Society
462 Walnut Street
Allentown, PA 18102
Bimonthly. $15.00

Prevention.
Rodale Press
33 East Minor Street
Emmanus, PA 18098
Monthly. $13.97

Psychology today.
Ziff-Davis Publishing
5903 Christie Avenue
Emeryville, CA 94608
BiMonthly. $17.95

Tufts University diet and nutrition letter.
P.O. Box 57857
Boulder, CO 80322-7857
Monthly. $20.00.

University of California, Berkeley, wellness
letter.

P.O. Box 359148
Palm Coast, FL 32035
Monthly. $20.00.

This bibliography was adapted from the
PATIENT HEALTH EDUCATION CORE LIST
developed by Ann Repetto (editor), Sharon
Durio, Mary Jo Durivage, Howard Fuller,
Linda E. Schmidt, Janet Schneider, and Mary
Virginia Taylor from the Department of
Veterans Affairs.
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PUBLISHERS of Consumer Health Materials
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HOSPITAL

PHARMACISTS
7272 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda,. MD 20814
(301)657-3000

ACROPOLIS BOOKS
13950 Park Center Road
Herndon, VA 22071-3222
(800) 451-7771 (703) 709-0006

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO., INC.
1 Jacob Way
Reading, MA 01867
(800) 447-2226

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS WORLD
SERVICES, INC.
475 Riverside Drive, No. 1040
New York, NY 10115-0122
(212) 870-3400

AMADEUS PRESS
P.O. Box 13011
Long Beach, CA 90803

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
7273 Greenville Avenue
Dallas, TX 75231-4596
(214) 706-1310

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60610
(800) 621-8335

AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION

2215 Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 429-7586

AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC PRESSS
subsidiary of

AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION
1400 K Street, N.W. , Suite 1101
Washington, DC 20005
(800) 368-5777 (202) 682-6262

AVON BOOKS
1350 Avenue of the Americas, Second Floor

New York, NY 10019
(800) 238-0658 (212) 261-6800

BALLANTINE
201 East 50th Street
New York , NY 10022
(800) 726-0600 (212) 572-2620

BANTAM BOOKS
1540 Broadway
New York, NY 10036-4094
(800) 223-6834 (212) 354-6500

BARRICADE BOOKS
distributed by

PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST

BASIC BOOKS
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
(800) 242-7737 (212) 207-7057

BIRCH LANE PRESS
see CAROL PUBLISHING

BODY PRESS/PERIGEE
see PUTNAM PUBLISHING GROUP

CAROL PUBLISHING GROUP
600 Madison Avenue, llth Floor
New York, NY 10022
(212) 486-2200

CARROLL & GRAF
distributed by

PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST
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CHARLES PRESS
Distributed by

PACIFIC PIPELINE
8030 South 228th Street
Kent, WA 98032-3898
(800) 444-7323. (206) 872-5523

CHRON1MED PUBLISHING
13911 Ridgedale Drive, Suite 250
Minnetoka, MN 55305
(800) 444-5951 (612) 541-0239

CIBA MEDICAL EDUCATION DIVISION
14 Henderson Drive
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
(800) 631-1181

CITADEL PRESS
see CAROL PUBLISHING

CONSUMER EDUCATION RESEARCH
CENTER

350 Scotland Road
Orange, NJ 07050
(800) 872-0121 (201) 762-6714

CONSUMER REPORTS BOOKS
101 Truman Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703
(914) 378-2000

CONTEMPORARY BOOKS
2 Prudential Plaza, Suite 1200
Chicago, IL 60601
(800) 621-1918 (312) 540-4500

COOL HAND COMMUNICATIONS
235 Goolsby Blvd.
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
(800) 428-0578 (305) 429-3347

CROSSROAD PUBLISHING
370 Lexington Avenue, 26th floor
New York, NY 10017
(212) 532-3650

CROWN PUBLISHING GROUP
201 East 50th Street
New York NY 10022
(800) 726-0600 (212) 751-2600

DELACORTE PRESS
1540 Broadway
New York, NY 10036-4094
(800) 221-4676 (212) 354-6500

DORLING KINDERSLEY
see HOUGHTON MIFFLIN

DOUBLEDAY
1540 Broadway
New York, NY 10036-4094
(800) 223-6834 (212) 354-6500

DOWDEN
110 Summit Avenue
Montvale, NJ 07645
(201) 391-9100
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DUTTON see NAL/DUTTON

FACTS-ON-FILE
460 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
(800) 322-8755 (212) 683-2244

FARRAR STRAUSS AND GUROUX, INC.

19 Union Square West
New York, NY 10003
(800) 631-8571 (212) 741-6900

FAWCETT COLUMBINE
201 East 50th Street
New York, New York 10022
(800) 733-3000

FISHER BOOKS
P.O. Box 38040
Tucson, AZ 85740-8040
(800) 255-1514 (602) 292-9080

FOUR WALLS EIGHT WINDOWS
distributed by

PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST

W.H. FREEMAN
subsidiary of

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
41 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010
(212) 576-9400



FUTURE MEDIC!NE PUBS., INC.
Distributed by: Atrium Pubs. Group
11270 Clayton Creek Road
Lower Lake, CA 95457
(800) 275-2606 (707) 995-3906

GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY PRESS
800 Florida Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20002-3695
(800) 451-1073 (202) 651-5488

GREAT ISSUES PRESS
P.O. Box 1336
De Iran, NJ 08075
(609) 231-0220

HALCYON PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 4157
La Mesa, CA 91944-4157
(619) 460-9030

HARMONY BOOKS
see CROWN PUBLISHING GROUP

HARPER AND ROW PUBLISHERS, INC.
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10022
(800) 242-7737

HARPER SAN FRANCISCO
1160 Battery Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 477-4400

HARPERCOLLINS PUBS.
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022-5299
(800) 331-3761 (212) 207-7000

HARPERPERENNIAL
See HARPERCOLLINS PUBS..

HAZELDEN
see HARPER SAN FRANSCISO

HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS
3201 Southwest 15th Street
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442-8124
(800) 851-9100 (305) 360-0909

HENRY HOLT
115 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011
(800)488-5233 (212) 886-9200

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
222 Berkeley Street
Boston, MA 02116
(800) 225-3362 (617) 725-5000

HUMAN KINETICS PUBLISHERS
P.O. Box 6076
Champaign, IL 61825-5076
(800) 747-4457 (217) 351-5076

HUNTER HOUSE
distributed by

PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
2715 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218-4319
(800) 537-5487

JONES & BARTLETT
1 Exeter Plaza
Boston, MA 02116
(800) 832-0034 (617) 859-3000

JOSSEY-BASS
350 Sansome Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415) 433-1767

KNOPF
subsidiary of

RANDOM HOUSE

LEA & FEBIGER
600 Washington Square
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4198
(800) 444-1785

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY
Time and Life Building
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York., NY 10020
(800) 343-9204
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LOWELL HOUSE
see CONTEMPORARY BOOKS

MCGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 512-2000

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING CO., INC.
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(800) 257-5755 (212) 702-2000

MADISON BOOKS
4720 EL)ston Way
Lanham, MD 20706
(800) 462-6420 (301) 459-5308

MASTERMEDIA
17 East 89th Street, 7D
New York, NY 10028
(800) 334-8232 (212) 260-5600

MAXWELL MACMILLAN INTERNATIONAL
see MACMILLAN PUBLISHING

MEDICAL ECONOMICS BOOKS
680 Kinderkamack Road
Oradell, NJ 07649
(800) 223-0581

MEDICAL PHYSICS PUBLISHING
732 North Midvale Blvd.
Madison, WI 53705
(800) 442-5778 (608) 262-4021

MERCK SHARP & DOHME
P.O. Box 2000
Rahway, NJ 07065
(201) 855-4558

WILLIAM MORROW
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
(800) 843-9389 (212) 261-6500

MOSBY-YEARBOOK, CO.
11830 Westline industnal Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63146
(800) 325-4117

NAL/DUTTON
375 Hudson Street
New York, NY 10014-365-
(212) 366-2000

NEAL-SCHUMAN PUBS., INC.
100 Varick Street
New York, NY 10013
(212) 925-8650

NEW HARBINGER PUBLICATIONS
5674 Shattuck Avenue
Oakland, CA 94609
(800) 748-6273 (510) 652-0215

NOBLE PRESS
213 West Institute Place, Suite 508

Chicago, IL 60610
(800) 486-7737 (312) 642-1168

W.W. NORTON AND COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue
New York NY 10110
(800) 223-2584 (212) 354-5500

ORTHOPEDIC PHYSICAL THERAPY
PRODUCTS

P.O. Box 47009
Minneapolis, MN 55447-0009
(612) 553-0452

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(800) 451-7556

PARAGON HOUSE
90 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10011
(800) 727-2466 (212) 620-2820

PENGUIN
see VIKING PENGUIN
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PEOPLE'S MEDICAL SOCIETY
462 Walnut Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(800) 624-8773

PERENNIAL LIBRARY
P.O. Box 32
Gainesville, FL 30503
(706) 536-3616

(215) 770-1670

PLENUM PUBLISHING CORP.
233 Spring Street.
New York, NY 10013-1578
(800) 221-9369

PLUME
subsidiary of NAL/DUTTON

PRENTICE-HALL PRESS
113 Sylvan Avenue
Route 9W
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
(800) 922-0579 (201) 592-2000

PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST
4065 Hollis Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 788-3123 (510) 658-3453

PUTNAM PUBLISHING GROUP
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(800) 631-8571

QUALITY MEDICAL PUBLISHING
11970 Borman Drive, Suite 222
St. Louis, MO 63146
(800) 348-7808 (314) 878-7808

RANDOM HOUSE, INC.
201 East 50th Street, 22nd Floor
New York, NY 10022
(800) 726-0600 (212) 751-2600

RAVEN PRESS
1185 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
(212) 930-9500

READERS' DIGEST
distributed by MCGRAW-HILL

REBUS, INC.
632 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
(212) 505-2255

RODALE PRESS
33 East Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18098
(800) 527-8200 (215) 967-5171

RUNNING PRESS
125 South 22nd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(800) 345-5359 (215) 567-5080

W.B. SAUNDERS CO
Curtis Center, Independence Square West
Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 238-7800

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S & SONS
see MACMILLAN PUBLISHING

SEAL PRESS
3131 Western Avenue, No. 410
Seattle, WA 98121-1028
(206) 283-7844

SI' 'ON & SCHUSTER
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 698-7000

SPRINGHOUSE PUBLISHING COMPANY
P.O. Box 908
Springhouse, PA 19477
(800) 346-7844 (215) 646-8700

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS
175 Fifth Avenue, Room 1715
New York, NY 10010
(800) 221-7945
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CHARLES C. THOMAS, PUBLISHER
2600 S. First Street
Springfield, IL 62794-9265
(217) 789-8980

TIMES BOOKS see RANDOM HOUSE

TOUCHSTONE PUBLISHING
see TOURMALINE PUBLISHING

TOURMALINE PUBLISHING
1036 Vassar Drive
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 224-5969

U.S. PHARMACOPEIAL CONVENTION, INC.
12601 Twinbrook Parkway
Rockville, MD 20852
(800) 227-8772 (301) 881-0666

VIKING PENGUIN
375 Hudson Street
New York, NY 10014-3657
(800) 331-4624 (212) 366-2000

VISIBLE INK PRESS
Division of GALE RESEARCH

835 Penebscot Building
Detroit, MI 48226-4094
(800) 347-4254

WALKER & COMPANY
720 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
(800) 289-2553 (212) 265-3632

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10158-0012
(800) 526-5368

WOODBINE PRESS
73 Fox Ridge Crescent
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 738-2638

WORKMAN PUBLISHING
708 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(800) 722-7202 (212) 254-5900
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IN PRAISE OF EXHIBITORS

Remarks at the Exhibitors' Appreciation Luncheon

By Mark C. Goniwiecha

Thank you, Herbert [Del Rosario]. Herbert is going to be a fine
PIALA president. He knows what to do and is already behaving
presidentially. Under his guidance, PIALA will continue to move
forward.

And aren't Arlene cohen and Joanne Tarpley giving us an excellent
PIALA Conference? Even Typhoon Zelda is cooperating--it's just a
big, wet bag of wind! I stopped by my office at UOG this morning
to check my mailbox, and grounds workers were already taking down
the typhoon shutters they put up yesterday. But better safe than
sorry, and the same lesson can be learned from the AIDS education
information on the display table out in the lobby, provided by
Bernie Provido of Guam Public Health and the Coral Life
Foundation. Please take copies of the AIDS education pamphlets
back to your islands, to your libraries, where your library users
can pick them up for their information.

This PIALA Conference is doubling as the November meeting of the
Guam Library Association, and as president of GLA, I would be
remiss and negligent in my duties if I did not take advantage of
this opportunity of a captive audience to put in a plug for GLA.
At its display table, GLA has available membership application
forms as well as copies of the last several newslette.rs. Please
take a copy of each. Also, GLA is selling tickets for the Tuffy
Pillette Raffle. At its monthly meetings, GLA runs a raffle,
which raises revenue, increases attendance, a:Id keeps people
through the end of the meeting, when the raffle in conducted.
Raffle tickets are only 50 cents each or three for $1.00. You
can win valuable prizes--the raffle will be held at Friday
night's gala Island Fiesta dinner. Also, GLA is selling a
variety of books, posters, bookmarks, mugs, bookbags, and those
darling "biblio-earrings." So please, stop by the GLA table.

As PIALA '94 Exhibits and Display Coordinator, it has been my
pleasure to identify those exhibitors out there in the world
interested in coming to PIALA on Guam. Not at PIALA, but at some
conferences, I've heard disparaging remarks about exhibitors and



vendors, as if they were moneychangers desecrating the Temple of

Books Enshrined, or biblio-prostitutes. But I don't feel that

way at all.

Exhibitors are an essential, integral and dynamic component of

any library conference. Exhibitors are VIPs at PIALA. They are

interested in libraries, librarians, library users, museums and

archives. They help us do our' jobs by introducing us to the

latest publications, ideas, technology, equipment, products and

services. PIALA's exhibitors are Extra Special VIPs. They meet

all the same criteria as all of the thousands of other
exhibitors. But in addition, they are wise women and men who go

where most exhibitors fear to tread. Out of more than 100

invitations I sent out, only these twelve vendors accepted the

challenge of Micronesia. They invest in Micronesia and in PIALA,

and so, help us develop our countries and our educational,
archival, museum, and library and information systems.

Some exhibitors came a few blocks or a few miles across Guam.
Some exhibitors came 4,000 miles each way from Hawaii. Some

exhibitors travelled from the other side of the planet, more than

10,000 miles each way, at great expense and with enormous effort.
Besides travel, hotel and meal expenses, they also pay rent to
PIALA--$150.00 per table. Together they paid several thousand

dollars into PIALA's tiny coffers. In exchange for all the

effort and expense, these Extra Special Very Important Persons,
or ESVIPs, hope to pay for their expenses and turn a profit.

And so, it is incumbent on all of us to make every effort to do

all the business we can with these twelve ESVIPs. Here at
conference each of us should spend our time to peruse each

exhibit and to visit with each vendor. Did you know that there
is a proper way to interact with exhibitors? There is! It's

your responsibility to introduce yourself as you make the rounds.

Take out your business card--or address label--so the exhibitor
knows who you are, where you work, what kind of work you do, and
how to contact you when you go home. Next, take the exhibitor's

business card, catalog, flyers and free samples.

Finally, when you return home, when you need books, periodicals,

videos, CDs, other equipment, products, materia/s and services

for your library, don't reach automatically for that Wilson,

BroDart or Gaylord catalog. They were invited to PIALA, but I

don't see them here, do you? Instead, try to do all the business

you can with these ESVIPs who have invested in PIALA. Help them

defray their tremendous airfare, hotel and meal, and material
shipment and transfer expenses by acquiring and buying whatever
you can from them.

Why do we come to the PIALA Conference? We tell our director,
dean, library board or supervisor, "I have to go to the business
meeting and board meeting--I'm an elected officer." Or, "I

really need this preconference content or that program." But,

let's be honest--admit it! Everyone knows we come to conference
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to shop!

Exhibitors are vendors who help us do what we want to do--
shopping. Programs and business meetings provide ys with
intellectual stimulation and nutrition--"food for the mind."
Exhibitors provide us with "food for the body," like this lunch

hosted by IT&E, as well as food for our corporate and

institutional bodies. We all know what our users do when they

don't find what they want in our libraries. They go down the

street to the bookstore and buy it--they go shopping!

So today, at this Exhibitors' Appreciation Luncheon, we

recognize, respect, admire, honor, commend, thank, salute,
celebrate and appreciate our PIALA Exhibitors--our ESVIPs who
help us stock, outfit and improve our libraries, archives and

museums. That's why we pay special attention to them by
escorting them to lunch today.

First, we recognize, IT&E Overseas, Inc., Guam's locally owned,

long-distance and telecommunications specialists. IT&E paid for

your lunch today. Katherine Kelly, Priscilla Suda and Terry
Herredura of Guam Public Library are escorting Mary Ecret,
Patience Smith, Jay Perez, Vice President for Marketing and

Technical Services, and Christopher Belanger, Assistant Sales

Manager, of IT&E. [Applause.] Jeanne Jewell of M.U. Lujan

Elementary School Library in Yona, Guam and Ruth Tighe of Saipan

are the escorts for Ben Bess of Bess Press of Honolulu. Ben is

representing both Bess Press and Pat Carney Company of Novato,

California. [Applause.] Susan Grant, Acting Director of the

Joe-Ten Kiyu Public Library of Saipan and Nancy Weil, Chair of

CNMI's Joe-Ten Kiyu Library Council are escorting Nancy Barker,

who is representing ed-tex / Econo-Clad of Tamuning, Guam.

[Applause.] Bedebii Sadang of Palau High School Library and
Fermina Salvador Palau Public Library are serving as the escorts

for Jennifer Melvin and Ken Stewart of Education Interactive

Corporation of Tamuning, Guam. [Applause.] Jones George of the

FSM Division of Archives and Historical Preservation in Pohnpei

is escorting Rose Santo Tomas and Marcia Eichi of Edu-Fun / Micro

School Supply of Tamuning. [Applause.] Louise Lewisson, a

vendor herself and PIALA member from Dynix Australia, is

escorting Todd Klingbiel, Cindy Derezny and Judy Devries of Faith

Bookstore & Distributors of Agana Shopping Center. [Applause.]

Dan Morrison, representing Omega Scientific J Follett Software of

Aiea, Hawaii, is no longer with us. I feel sorry for Dan--when

he flew to Guam, his luggage, clothing and equipment for display

got shipped somewhere else. With the typhoon imminent, he
decided to cut his losses and returned to Hawaii last night. But

please, let's honor him all the same. [Applause.] Next, I want

to recognize Rahul Banta of University Microfilms, Inc. of Ann

Arbor, Michigan. Mr. Banta is presenting a session and has not

arrived yet. [Applause.] Arlene Cohen and Joanne Tarpley of

UOG's RFK Library are the escorts of Vince Spinella, who
travelled for about 24 hours to get here, more than 10,000 miles

each way from Boca Raton, Florida. He represents both Steck-
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Vaughn / Raintree of Austin, Texas and Perma Bound of

Jacksonville, Illinois. [Applause.] Vince has an interesting
story about meeting Alex Trebeck of the "Jeopardy" game, when
they were sitting next to each other on the plane. When you
visit Vince at his exhibit, ask him about Alex Trebeck. And

last, but not least, Iris Falcam of Pohnpei is escorting Linda
Warfel of Scholastic Inc., cosponsor of tomorrow's lunch,

together with the International Reading Association-Guam Council.

[Applause.] These are PIALA's twelve ESVIPs--how about another
round of applause for all of them? [Applause.] Also, please,
let-s acknowledge our brave escorts. [Applause.]

Also, I want to acknowledge and thank Ben Johnson of EBSCO
Subscription Services of San Mateo, California, who was unable to
exhibit here, but who sent PIALA a cash contribution to help with

conference. Also, the Co-op Bookshop of New South Wales,
Australia paid FIALA a fee to distribute these bright pink flyers
about their services and products, so please pick up a copy from
the display table, take it home and read it.

In summary, then, do we thank and honor our FIALA Exhibitors? Do

we appreciate and salute our Exhibitors? Do we want our
Exhibitors--our ESVIPs--to come back to FIALA? In order to
encourage them to return, are we going to do as much business as
we can with them?

In addition to our paid exhibitors, we thank the various
nonprofit organizations displaying services and products. These

include: FIALA, the Guam Library Association, and the

International Reading Association-Guam Council. Other displays
were staffed by UOG's Multicultural Education and Research
Center (MERC), UOG's Micronesian Area Research Center (MARC), the
UOG Division of English and Applied Linguistics, and the UOG
Marine Laboratory; the Guam Department of Public Health and
Social Services, the Coral Life Foundation, and Arrow, Inc. The

unstaffed Banned and Challenged Books display uses posters,
bookmarks, bibliographies, newsletters, and information from the
American Library Association's Office for Intellectual Freedom
and the Freedom to Read Foundation, as well as books from the RFK
Library's Curriculum Resources Center. Also, various University
of Guam units have provided materials for unstaffed displays,
including UOG's Public Relations Office, the CAS Social Work
Program, the College of Education, the Co/lege of Nursing and
Health Sciences, the Graduate School & Research, the University
of Guam Press, the Micronesian Language Institute, the

Micronesian Health Archives, the CALS Community Development
Institute and the Isla Center for the Arts; plus Guam Community
College. In addition, the RFK Library lent the Bill of Rights
Bicentennial display which stands in front of the registration
table. And the people from the Northern Mariana Islands set up a
very informative display table that we can use as an example for
future PIALA conferences. Additional display materials and free
handouts were received through the mail from: Rita Warpeha,
formerly of the Pohnpei Public Library, now at the National
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Science ResouXces Ce::,:er at the Smithsonian Institution, in

Washington, D.C.; also, the American Association for World

Health, the U.S. National Library of Medicine / National

Institutes of Health, and the Library Programs Office of the U.S.

Department of Education.

Finally, I want to acknowledge and thank several people who

served on the Exhibits Committee, including: Dr. Michael

Hamerly, RFK Library acquisitions librarian and founding PIALA

vice president; Prof. Rick Castro, RFK Library cataloging

librarian and GLA treasurer; and Kempis Mad of t!-!e Palau

National Museum, and vice president of the new Palau Association

of Libraries; all of whom provided a great deal of help in the

critical hours, Tuesday evening and Wednesday morning, when

exhibits and displays were being set up. In addition, Katharyn

Tuten-Puckett, CNMI school library media coordinator, provided

many good ideas and referrals.

Thank you all so much. This concludes the Exhibitors'

Appreciation Lunch. Are there other announcements?
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Why Bother? The Case for Reading Aloud and
Using Culturally Relevant Reading Material

bY
Dr. Marilyn N. Jackson

Welcome to this workshop session entitled "Why Bother? The Case for
Reading Aloud and Using Culturally Relevant Reading Material." The afternoon
session "Fun with Literacy: A Hands-On Workshop'' is a continuation of this
session.

In this session we will discuss the one topic that librarians, teachers, parents,
and the general public are deeply concerned about. Librarians, probably more so
than the rest of us, know that reading is the backbone of the curriculum. No other
area of the curriculum receives as much attention, and probably no other area of the
curriculum is as controversial. Reading will probably remain a top priority for
parents, children and schools.

The theme of the workshop may be new to some of you and some of the
issues many of you may already know, however, I hope the sessions will entice you
to try some of the ideas when you return home.

During the summer of 1995, I taught a University of Guam course entitled,
Children's Literature, to teachers and administrators in Pohnpei. My overall goal
for the course was to teach some new insight about How to teach Literacy and not
reading? Why reading aloud is a natural approach for our classrooms, and why
should we use cultural relevant reading materials in our reading programs.

Before the class could get started in their Children's Literature text book, it
was necessary to discuss the following questions and issues related to reading. For
several days we discussed the article, "On Reading" by Dorothy Strickland
(Strickland, 1979). The following are questions and issues discussed:

1. What is Reading?
2. How should it be taught and how to measure children's progress in

reading?
3. What do good readers do when they read? and what do teachers do when

they teach reading? and
4. How can the schools do a better job of teaching reading?

The very first concept the teachers and administrators learned was a new
definition for reading. Due to this new definition of reading, I truly believe the
administrators and teachers from Pohnpei now have a better perspective of
emergent reading and literacy development in young children, and the reading
process. They also learned new strategies for teaching literacy. They now have a
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high value of trade books, and most importantly, they know how to write their own
stories and the importance of developing activities that support and respect their
culture in the reading process.

New Definition of READING

READING IS LANGUAGE. Language is what we say, what we hear, read, and
what we write. Language is the way we communicate. Modes of communication is
speaking, hearing, writing and reading. THIS IS LANGUAGE. Reading is now
considered a language skill. A simple definition of literacy is one who is able to
speak, read, and write, OR ONE WHO IS ABLE TO COMMUNICATE.

0

Our next task in the course was to discuss the following statement in the
Strickland article "On Reading":

"One such implication is the fact that regarldess of the dialect or variety
of English spoken, virtually all children enter school with a language
resource capable of providing a foundation for reading. The teacher's
acceptance of the child's language and willingness to use that language
as a base for expansion to other varieties of English has profound
effects upon the child's ability to view reading as a meaningful and
functional process." (p. 68).

This is a profound statement - what does it mean? All children learn to speak
long before they learn to read and write. All children come to school with a
language and therefore, they will usually know the meanings of the first words they
encounter in print.

0 What are some of children's first words they encounter in Reading? Some of
these words are: the, this, I, a, he, she, etc. Children know the meaning of these
words. It is not necessary to help children comprehend these words that they first
encounter in print.

If qlis is true, what, then, is the major difference between speech and reading?
The ma'or difference between s eech and readin is that readin Involves rint.
"The need to associate a set of configuration of graphic symbols with the words they
already know" (Strickland, p. 68). It makes sense to begin with representation that is
real language for the children being taught. "Reading programs that make use of
the child's own language as a foundation for word recognition skills take advantage
of natural language learning patterns of children", (Strickland, p.68).

How are teachers and librarians going to make use of the child's own languge
and take advantage of children's natural language learning patterns?
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HOW ARE WE GOING TO DO THIS? If reading is language, our language
must be an integral part of the total language arts curriculum in which children
listen to language, speak language, write language and read language.

ALL THIS IS WELL AND GOOD, BUT HOW? How can we teach children's
natural language lear- 'rig patterns or how should we teach literacy skills? We must
first understand wha, .e teacher's role is in the reading process.

The Teacher's Role in rile Reading Process

"The most significant thing we can say about the roles of the school:
librarians and teachers, and the role of parents or the family in reading
instruction is that their job (our job) is to set conditions that make
learning to read as effortless and enjoyable as possible. Our role is to
make reading enjoyable", (Trelease, 1989).

This means that all of us will do things that we enjoy doing. Most adults
remember their experiences of being read to as children. They can tell you exactly
who it was, mother, dad, grandmother, grandfather, when they read to them--after
doing their homework or bedtime...the memory evokes such warmth and
contented feelings.

Jim Trelease stated reading aloud is fun, it is fun for both the listener and the
reader. In his article, "Jim Trelease Speaks On Reading Aloud to Children", he said,
"What we teach to love and desire will always weigh more heavily than what we
teach them to learn", (Trelease, 1989).

In the Pacific Daily News article, "Reading to Children Keeps TV at Bay",
(PDN, 1991) from Dear Abby states that reading aloud, "Best of all, instills in
children the joy of reading". Also, in the article is this poem:

THE READING MOTHER
bY

Strickland Gillilan

YOU MAY HAVE TANGIBLE WEALTH UNTOLD;
CASKETS OF JEWELS AND COFFERS OF GOLD.
RICHER THAN I YOU CAN NEVER BE--
I HAD A MOTHER WHO READ TO ME.

A significant revival of interest in reading aloud to children over the last
decade suggests that more of the children now growing up will term themselves as
book readers at age twenty-one. Many librarian, teachers and other professionals
have and are promoting the joys and benefits of reading aloud. More reading aloud
is going on today than was the case 10-15 years ago.



In this revised and expanded edition, "FOR READING OUTLOUD! A Guide
to Sharing Books with Children", Margaret Mary Kimmel & Elizabeth Segel state
that they have witnessed a genuine "Read-Aloud Revival," and i t has been
exhilorating to be a part of it, (Kimmel & Segel, 1988). Besides the availability of
books like this one, advice on reading aloud has been incorporated into a great
many books on parenting; articles on reading to children appear regularly in
popular magazines and daily newspapers; and at least one excellent television
program to broadcast the subject to reach many parents who don't read books and
articles on the importance of Reading Aloud.

The best way for librarians, teachers, and parents to help children become
better readers is to read to them; even when they are very young. Kimmel and Segal
said, "Reading aloud will never be outdated as long as children need to learn how to
read, and as long as young and old delight in hearing stories and in sharing them
together", (page 5).

The philosophy of Early Childhood Educators is that infancy is the time to
develop an appetite for books, and a love of words and stories. We say it's never too
early to begin. I teach a course, ED251 Development in Early Childhood Education
class. In this course is a theme about the importance of toys, and a good toy is not
necessarily one that is expensive. Students are required to make several homemade
toys.

A book is one type of toy they must make for an infant or toddler. When we
say "begin", however, we don't mean trying to interest a newborn baby in a book.
Introduce a new baby to words and to the rhythm and intonation of language, but
don't try to get the baby to focus on a book. Let the infant watch your face instead.
Storybooks, like nursery rhymes, also feed a young child's love of word. The love
that is so evident when the child plays with nonsense syllables at this stage is called
"babbling", and later children make-up their own sounds.

Some parents who were not themselves read to as children have the
mistaken impression that introducing a child to books is the school's job. These
children start kindergarten at a serious disadvantage, compared to their classmates
who grew up with these books.

Librarians and teachers know that these children may lag as much as 2 and-a-
half years of reading readiness behind children whose parents or caregivers read to
them. It is very hard for a teacher with 25 or 30 children to make up for that
difficiency, and such children often experience failure in learning to read. This is
usually coupled with children learning how to sneak English as well. Guam and
throughout the Pacific region, we perceive or say these children tend to fall farther
and farther behind as they struggle through school

Researchers have looked closely at children who came to school already
reading. They wanted to know what was done to these children at home. They left
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their laboratories and went into the homes of children who were readers. The two

articles: "Family Literacy: Sharing Good Books", (Strickland, 1990) and
"Intergenerational Literacy", (Jongsma, 1990), tell what they found. Children who

come to school knowing how to read have parents who read to them at an early age.
The best that parents, family, friends, and relatives can do to help children become

better readers is to read to them even when they are very young. This will help the

child master language through active listening and speaking.

The Case of Multiculturalism

In the preschool years and the early primary grades, children still have
definitely formed concepts of nationality. They are conscious of racial, social and
cultural differences especially if those differences are visible. When children do not
see themselves reflected in the books that are sanctioned by the adults around them,
they get messages that they don't really count!

In the Western Pacific Region there is a great need of children's books on
multicultural issues. There is a need for indigenous publishing of books by
Micronesians about their customs and traditions. Multiculturalism is a that
politically charged buzzword - that reflect diversity and sensitivity to ethnic
differences.

Most research indicates that in these early years children need to see Picture
Books and experience that differences as well as the sameness of things, since this
helps to build up their self-image.

This would indicate that materials used in classroom and libraries have
important affects. If children are aware of their race and ethnicity at an early age,
and "If realistic images of ethnic and racial groups are included in teaching materials
in a consistent, natural and integrated fashion," all children "can be helped to
develop more positive racial attitudes." (Banks, 1993b).

Internationalism in Children's Literature

What does the case of Internationalism in Children's .Literature mean to
librarians and teachers in our region? Are the books in our libraries from countries
of Europe, North America and Japan, but Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean,
Asia? Do you have books from Brazil, India, Turkey, Venezuela, China,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Kenya, Pakistan, Phillipines, Ghana, Korea, Thailand, Iran,
Greece, Nigeria, Puerto Rico, Vietnam, Jamaica, South Africa - in our libraries?

Stated differently, does the Marianas Island and Micronesia fit in the picture
of Multiculturalism and/or Internationalism in Children's Literature? Why is it
that we do not have an exchange of literature and materials among Pacific
Islanders?
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I have taught courses in the Mariana Islands and Micronesia, and have
witnessed the many naturally talented writers and illustrators of the region. I am

. confident and know the possibility of developing and publishing materials to
include folktales and legends from indigenous languages of people in the Western
Pacific. Internationlism in children's literature has at least three important aspects:

1. Development of printed and visual materials for childrer in areas of the
world which have no such materials, and the development for children to
experience these materials in libraries.

2. Exchange of children's books from one country (or island) to another,
either in original form or in translation.

3. Most important for teachers and librarians working with children, is the
way different cultures are depicted and represented in the children's books
of any given country.

All of our reading materials are imported from other countries. Needless to
say, most of these materials, however colorful and attractive, are not effective in
meeting the needs of our local children.

Why can't we develop literature that can have an affect on our children?
Why can't we have an exchange of materials among Pacific islands? Why can we
not develop the quantity, quality, and availability of read aloud Picture Books? To
teach motivational skills most easily developed at an early age; we need to begin a
sharing of children's literature from this region.

However, care must be taken to show that "different" is not synonymous
with "inferior." Picture Books in other languages can be shown, especially if one is
working with children who know another language. In this way, children often
learn to take pride in their background rather than secretly feeling ashamed of it
because it is so different from that of the peer group.

The article, "Children's Books Reflect Cultural Rainbow," is an explanation
why Guam, the Mariana Islands, and Micronesia must fit in this picture of
literature?, (PDN, 1992).
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Fun with Literacy: A Hands-On Workshop
by

Ms. Katherine AlvaradolDr. Marilyn N. Jackson

How To Foster Language Development?

Librarians and teachers have the same goals for children. Our primary goal is
to see children become independent, mature readers.. Librarians are in a perfect
position to expand the classroom teacher's perspective and the child's perspective
about literacy, language skills, and how to guide children's response to literature,
thus, fostering their language development.

As experienced librarians, I am sure many of you are aware of the importance
of introducing children to the wide variety of activities listed below, in which
children can respond to literature used in the classrooms.

0 not provided by the basal series.
1. The reading program should consist of a more integrated approach that is

2. The importance of materials for children should include sustained silent
reading, as well as opportunities for children to listen and respond to a
variety of literature.

3. The cornerstone of a reading program should include daily reading
because reading aloud to children stimulate their interest and
imagination, as well as their emotional development and language use.

4. A reading program should have a good selection of reading materials
from Dr. Seuss to science fiction.

5. Some books you read simply for enjoyment without further response, but
at other times, children should engage in various creative and exciting
responses to literature.

6. Soliciting oral responses, which usually take the form of discusions about
books and their characters, broadens understanding.

7. Role-playing is a favorite way children respond to reading, especially fairy
tales and folk tales.

8. Children love performing in front of their classmates or audiotaping so
that they can listen to themselves.

9. Choral speaking of favorite poems by large and small groups.

IC
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10. Students will enthusiastically engage in art activities related to books,
activities include wall hangings, collages, flannel board retellings, and
dioramas, illustrations for students' own books.

11. Students recommending books to each other, and students experimenting

with writing their own stories and poems, inspired by books and poems
they have heard or read.

If librarians and teachers use these techniques for fostering growth in
language development, we will decrease several problems in our schools dealing

with literacy and bilingual education.

Librarians and teachers must perceive reading as language. Language for

young children is communicated primary through listening, speaking, reading,
writing and reading aloud. Exposing children daily to oral language through read

aloud books, will guide and encourage them to respond to literature. The library is

the appropriate place with the appropriate materials to suggest ideas teachers and

their children can take back to their classrooms. The article, "Oral Language

Development: Children As storytellers" (Strickland, 1989) help us to prepare

children to interact and go beyond the literal levels of thinking and responding with

activities that use oral language to gain better insights into student's development

as readers.

Your role as teachers and librarians is to encourage, but never force, response;

to offer activites that will allow children to actively respond to a selection, to

observe; and help to extend responses to literature so that children include

interpretation and evaluation. Young children respond more freely (than older
student) when they are allowed to use physical and verbal response. such as

puppets.

The hands-on workshop then demonstrated how to make and use a variety of

puppets to give young children opportunities to respond to Read-Aloud Picture

Book.
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The Complex Information Choices for Libraries

by

Paul A. Tucci

Today, librarians are faced with many choices for information storage and retrieval.
What medium or combination of media is best? What represents the best storage
method at the lowest cost, still allowing for the maximum number of users to
benefit from this information?

Before the advent of the computer, librarians had only two choices: paper, which
can not last more than 100 years; or microfilm, which can last for many hundreds
of years. As storage media, both are capable of storing large amounts of
information. Microfilm is a much better method of storing information because of
its archival value, and the ease at which one can use, especially with today's
electronic reader printers.

By the early 1970's, the mainframe computer gave librarians the ability to provide
online searching for information. At first, people thought that this new technology,
like every new technology would replace paper, libraries, or librarians. This never
happened. Online access was an important step since it allowed users the ability
to search large quantities of textual- base information; although, primarily indexes
and abstracts of journal literature. As with the advent of microfilm, librarians still
received their paper journals; however, people used the online technology to get
access to the most current information available. This was the beginning of the
concept of the "virtual library," as the users could be located anywhere, and the
library was wherever a modem and phone line could take you.

Libraries stayed the same for a period of about 15 years, until the mid 1980's.
During this time, it was the entertainment industry which was providing the
impetus for the development of technology which would later trickle into the
information world. Companies like Sony, Matsushita and Phillips were
experimenting with storage media that went beyond the traditional tape based
storage device, like Vhs/Beta format video tape.

In the late 1970's, these companies also began to develop laser discs, capable of
storing millions of bits of information. The trouble with this technology was that it
was too expensive and companies like Sony, at the time did not have the content
(the actual rights to the movies themselves). This did not happen until late 1980's
with the acquisition by Sony of major Hollywood production companies.

A cheaper alternative for storing movies became available with the development of
the Matsushita Company VHS Videotapes format, In the meantime, companies



found that a 5 114 inch laser disc could be an effective method of storing music,

and the thus the CD was born. Based on these developments in the mid 1980's

companies like University Microfilms International (UMI) were creating CD-ROM

databases of indexes and abstracts. Why?

CD-ROMs represent a new alternative to online: fixed costs. You do not need to

pay every time you use. One study which recently appeared in the Journal of the

American Society for Information Sciences (El-Hadidy, 1994) suggests that if you

use, on average, an online service 32 times, you will pay for the cost of one CD-

ROM subscription for one year. This supports my opinion that the more virtual

your library, the more expensive it will be. Yes, online provides information much

more quickly then CD-ROM in that the lag time for CD-ROMs can be almost one

month after their online counterparts. But the fact remains that, on average, with

the cycle time from idea to article publication as long as two years, one month

doesn't seem like a long time to wait for information which is already nearly two

years old.

The decision to change or add new technology to a library should be based strictly

on use, not on the technology. When a library subsc7ibes to paper indexes and

abstracts, and finds that this is a terribly frustrating medium for the user, the library

then can begin to consider CD-ROM abstracts and indexes as way to meet the

increased demand for the information. When the CD-ROM standalone workstation

is booked solidly 12 hours each day, then the library must consider having a

network. At the same time, the library will continue to provide online services, for

the searches which are critical to the user, on a case by case ("just in case")

bases. We make the option available, but we are not solely dependent upon it.

Librarians are also facing the next stage in the information revolution, because of

the declining costs of computers and the power that small PC's have for the price.

Libraries are creating automated card catalogues either by developing their own
OPAC software, or buying software from such companies as Innovative, Dynix,
DRA or OCLC. Because of this development, librarians are now able to load tape

of databases themselves, rather than depend upon large online providers. They

may also purchase or lease the databases published by companies like UMI without

having any mainframe computer, since many OPAC providers also load our
database software. Libraries can have a direct line to the OPAC provider, and have

a virtual library, a library without walls, but at a relatively high cost. Loader
programs, software which enables the library computer system to access and use

the databases are very expensive, usually costing more than US $25,000.00 per
database, per year. The more virtual the library, the more expensive the
information. Fixed-cost based information acquisition will be more important, even
as the choices for information technology increase.

The most cost effective method of storing and acc9ssuig information is by utilizing

a mix of technologies. This may include CD-ROM indexas and abstracts,
networked if usage of standalone workstation is too gteat; current paper journals
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and microfilm back issues. The advent of electronic microfilm reader printer
devices, for both 35mm and 16mm formats, seem to be the most logical cost
saving and space saving method for storing large unique collections of journal back
issues. If a CD-ROM journal image collection is available in a relevant field, than
this can also be included in a library's collection. For the purposes of comparison,
UMI now makes available approximately 2000 journals on image CD-ROMs dating
from 1988 to current year, and more than 20.000 journals on microfilm, most from
the beginning issue of the title to the current year.

Internet advancements create yet other choices for retrieving and storing
information. Many companies like UMI intend to "put over the INTERNET" their

databases. It may be cheaper relative to today's cost of online, but because of
this, companies like Dialog may be forced to lower their prices, as publishers may
Thcrease their price for Internet access. In the future, it is evident that both the
publishing of journals and books and the creation of information products, as well
as the dissemination and retrieval of this information, will be available through
Internet access to libraries all over the world.
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